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Note: Although perceived in old newsreels as a quaint, tamer game 
than today’s football, nothing could be further from the truth. 
The men in this game hit, block, tackle and battle one another 
with extreme tenacity and violence. This is football as it began. 
These are battles.
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FADE IN:

EXT. FISH CREEK, WISCONSIN, 1965 - MORNING

It is a beautiful, golden summer day. Deep green oaks, elms 
and fir trees hug the small winding road along The Bay, a 
huge body of Lake Michigan fresh water lying between Door 
County and the mainland of Wisconsin.  

On Cottage Row Road is a well kept, side gabled house, 
surrounded by a thick stand of trees. It has white clapboard 
siding and bedroom window dormers on the second story. 

Emerging from the house is EARL “CURLY” LAMBEAU. Even at the 
age of 67 he is well built, tall, muscular, with a thick, 
wavy mix of grey and dark hair. He is clean and well dressed; 
in a trim tan sports coat, brown slacks, a crisp white shirt 
and decorative necktie. He wears fashionable eyeglasses. He 
is calm and happy, and walks to his red '65 Cadillac DeVille 
Convertible, white leather interior with the top down.  

Next door, Curly’s neighbor, HOWARD, a thin, bald man in his 
sixties wearing plaid Bermuda shorts, dress shoes, argyle 
socks and no shirt, is on his knees, pulling weeds from his 
flower beds. He looks up and sees Curly.

HOWARD
Morning, Curly!

CURLY
Hi, Howard.

HOWARD
Look at you, all gussied up. 
Heading into the city, are you?

CURLY
That’s right.

HOWARD
Lucky man. No rest for the wicked, 
eh?

CURLY
Not yet, anyway.

Curly climbs into his DeVille, and heads down the driveway.

EXT. LAKESHORE ROAD - THAT MORNING.

The crimson Cadillac streams down the two-lane road running 
along the tree lined Bay. 
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Curly breathes deeply and sighs, the sun dancing through the 
branches. He smiles. Perfect car, perfect road, perfect day.

He lights a cigarette with the car’s lighter and switches on 
the radio; The In Crowd by The Ramsey Lewis Trio.

As the car winds its way along The Bay, it passes an opening 
in the trees. Curly sees a stretch of public beach along the 
water. A few children frolic and play under the watchful eye 
of a TEENAGE LIFEGUARD perched in a high wooden chair. The 
sun gleams off the white sand. Curly squints from the sun. 

EXT. SAME PUBLIC BEACH, 1906 - FLASHBACK

TITLE ON SCREEN: 1906

Children in wool swimsuits frolic on the beach. Adults in 
clothes of the period; linen suits, straw boater hats and 
long, full dresses with bustles sit on blankets on the sand.

TWO YOUNG BOYS are playing football with a makeshift ball 
made of a flour sack filled with sand and roped with twine.

One of the boys is a YOUNG CURLY (8). He has a thick head of 
black, wavy hair. He runs down the beach.

YOUNG CURLY
Come on, Joey!

JOEY, the other boy, rail thin with a shock of red hair, 
heaves back the flour sack ball.

JOEY
Catch it, Curly!

Joey launches the flour sack. It hangs in the air as Young 
Curly runs underneath it. He leaps off his feet to reach the 
ball. It falls into his hands as his body hits the sand. 

MATCH CUT:

EXT. HIGH SCHOOL FOOTBALL FIELD, 1917

TITLE ON SCREEN: 1917

Curly, now a senior in high school, hits the ground in the 
end zone, cradling the leather football, scoring a touchdown.  

The CROWD roars from large wooden bleachers that sit on 
either side of the playing field. Next to the field is a 
large, ornate brick building; Green Bay East High School.
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Curly stands as his TEAMMATES rush to him. He has a small, 
bleeding cut above his right eye. The players all wear the 
football uniforms of the period. Flimsy, worn leather helmets 
sit on their heads, no face masks. His team carries him off 
the field on their shoulders. A gun goes off as an ANNOUNCER 
near the sideline calls out from a large cardboard megaphone.

ANNOUNCER
And that’s the game, folks! One 
last touchdown for team captain 
Earl “Curly” Lambeau! Final score 
Green Bay East 42, New Franken 7!

The players carry Curly off the field, through the gate and 
towards the high school. The cheering crowd follows them.

EXT. GREEN BAY NEIGHBORHOOD - THAT NIGHT

Curly strolls through a small neighborhood. He wears 
knickers, high top shoes, and a thick, wool, turtle-neck 
lettermen’s sweater with an “E” sewn on the chest. He has a 
bandage over his right eye. He carries a football, tossing it 
to himself.

He stops at a two-story, red brick house with a white picket 
fence. Curly hops the fence and notices an open bedroom 
window on the second floor. Curly eyes the window, rears back 
and throws the football perfectly through the narrow opening. 
A slight CRASH comes from the dark bedroom. 

A light comes on in the bedroom. Leaning out the window 
appears MARGUERITE VAN KESSEL (17), plain, sweet face, rather 
pronounced nose, and wispy brown hair piled on her head in a 
bun. She wears a nightgown. She holds the football. She sees 
Curly and smiles, tossing it back down to him.

MARGUERITE
(whispering)

What are you doing?!

CURLY
Not a bad throw, eh?

MARGUERITE
You were so good today!

CURLY
(shyly)

Ah, no. 
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MARGUERITE
You were!

(she points to her eye)
How is your...?

CURLY
Ah, it’s nothing. Sorry I couldn’t 
see you after the game, the guys...

(he stops, gazing at her)
My gosh, you’re pretty.

MARGUERITE
(blushing)

Stop it.

CURLY
Let me take you to Borger’s for ice 
cream. I want to show off the best 
looking girl in town.

MARGUERITE
Mr. Lambeau, you’re going to give 
me a big head. Dating the best 
player on the team, and all.

CURLY
You’re dating the best player this 
backward little city’s ever seen. 
Play your cards right and you might 
end up marrying him. 

MARGUERITE
Well, you won’t get my father’s 
permission if you don’t beat West 
next week.

CURLY
Piece of cake. And when I’m done, 
I’m out of this cow town. I’m going 
out and conquer the rest of the 
world. You can come, if you want.

MARGUERITE
(warmly)

Okay... it’s a date.

MOTHER (O.S.)
Marguerite? What was that 
commotion?

MARGUERITE
That’s Mother! You have to go.
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CURLY
Will I see you tomorrow?

MARGUERITE
Yes! Now go!

Curly blows a kiss, then fakes throwing the football at her.

MARGUERITE (CONT'D)
Haha! Get out of here!

Curly smiles, jumps the fence and heads down the sidewalk.

EXT. GREEN BAY EAST FOOTBALL FIELD - THE NEXT WEEK

The scoreboard reads WEST-6 EAST-0. Fourth quarter. The large-
faced clock reads twenty seconds to go.

Curly is racing down the sideline with the ball. He passes 
midfield as the crowd roars.

ANNOUNCER
Lambeau is at the fifty! The forty!

Curly dodges a handful of West players and heads to the 
middle of the field.

ANNOUNCER (CONT'D)
He breaks two tackles! He’s at the 
fifteen! The ten!

The scoreboard clock says eight seconds.

ONE PLAYER stands in his way. Curly puts down his head and 
plows over the smaller boy and dives into the end zone!

The crowd roars as Curly sails through the air--

MATCH CUT:

FLASHBACK: NOTRE DAME PRACTICE FIELD - AUTUMN 1918

TITLE ON SCREEN: 1918

Curly LANDS in the end zone of the Notre Dame practice field. 
Four other players pile on top of him. 

Curly groans in pain. As COACH blows his whistle. 

It is KNUTE ROCKNE, the legendary Notre Dame coach. He is 
stout and gruff, bald and fierce.  
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KNUTE ROCKNE
All right! All right! Let’s get 
back to the huddle! Stop dawdling, 
you windbags! Move! Move!

The other players jog off as Curly gets up, nursing his ribs. 

The golden dome of the Notre Dame campus shines in the 
distance as the team practices on a hard, dry grass field.

KNUTE ROCKNE (CONT'D)
Lambeau! You hurt?

Curly shakes his head.

KNUTE ROCKNE (CONT'D)
All right. Then get back in there! 
Run the drill! Let’s go! Let’s go!

Curly jogs back to the huddle while other players hit 
blocking dummies and run through tackling drills. 

INT. NOTRE DAME LOCKER ROOM - LATER THAT DAY.

Curly, half changed out of his uniform, appears in the 
doorway to Coach Rockne's office.

Behind a wooden desk sits Coach Rockne. He’s making notes on 
a series of game charts in a playbook.

CURLY
Hey, Coach. Fred said you wanted to 
see me?

KNUTE ROCKNE
Lambeau, come on in.

Curly shuffles in and sits.

KNUTE ROCKNE (CONT'D)
Look, we’ve been running you at 
halfback, and you’ve been pulling 
your weight so far. Case Tech was a 
nice game. But don’t be surprised 
if you wind up at fullback 
tomorrow. Gipper’s ankle is healed 
up, and we need his speed on the 
outside. 

CURLY
Oh.

Curly doesn't hide his disappointment well. Coach frowns.
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KNUTE ROCKNE
Problem?

CURLY
No, Coach.

Curly shakes his head and starts to leave, but makes a 
decision. He stops and turns back.

CURLY (CONT'D)
Coach, I’m the best athlete on this 
team. Gipper’s fragile. I hit 
harder. I run faster. You want to 
win, you start me at halfback. 

Rockne pauses, staring at the bold young man. A moment 
passes. Rockne gets up and goes over to Curly.

Curly shifts. He can see the ferocity in his Coach.

KNUTE ROCKNE
Kid, let’s get one thing straight; 
this isn’t small town Wisconsin and 
you’re not the Golden Boy, football 
star anymore. This is Notre Dame. 
We’re a team. A team of fifty men. 
And we all make sacrifices and give 
what we can for the good of that 
team. You included. And if you 
don’t like that fact, you can pack 
up your gear, catch the next potato 
wagon back home and play in the cow 
fields. Understood?   

CURLY
Yes, sir.

KNUTE ROCKNE
Good. Now get out of my sight.

With a scowl, Rockne watches Curly sulk away.

EXT. ROSS FIELD, GREAT LAKES NAVAL ACADEMY - THE NEXT DAY

The stands are packed. Male cheerleaders in school sweaters 
and pleated pants cheer enthusiastically. 

Curly and his teammates line up for the opening kickoff. 
Thunder rumbles, dark skies can be seen in the distance.

Just as Great Lakes kicks off. The rain begins. 
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It is a sea of confusion on the field; one team in green , 
the other in blue. The NOTRE DAME KICK RETURNER is downed at 
their own 24 yard line.

Coach Rockne paces the sideline. Wool suit, tweed overcoat 
and a felt fedora.

KNUTE ROCKNE
Come on, boys! Let’s see some grit 
out there! Let’s see some mustard!

Curly joins the huddle with his offensive teammates. PETE 
BAHAN, a strong, wiry quarterback, calls the play.

PETE BAHAN
All right. Here we go. Wing Right. 
Trap Right. On three. Ready?

THE TEAM
Break!

The team lines up in a wing formation as Bahan squats low 
under center. Curly behind him at fullback.

PETE BAHAN
Twenty-three! Eighteen! Forty-
seven!

Curly and the other players behind Bahan go into a series of 
formations and re-sets, very different from today’s game. 

PETE BAHAN (CONT'D)
Hike! Hike! Hike!

The ball is snapped. Bahan hands the ball to GIPPER, a tall, 
baby-faced halfback. He takes the ball and follows Curly into 
a hole over the right tackle. Curly plunges his head and 
shoulder into a linebacker closing in on Gipper. 

Gipper breaks into the open field. After twelve yards he is 
tackled into the mud by a defensive halfback. 

Coach Rockne and his team cheer from the sideline.

The players go back to their respective huddles. 

PETE BAHAN (CONT'D)
Curly, this is on you. Wing Left. 
Fullback Dive Left. On two, on two.

THE TEAM 
Break!

The players line up.
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PETE BAHAN
Fifteen! Forty-Two! Twenty-Seven! 
Hike! Hike!

The ball is snapped and Curly takes the handoff and plunges 
into the line. He heads to the open field up the left 
sideline--

WHAM! He is viciously tackled. The tackler wrenches Curly’s 
head and rips his helmet off as Curly goes down into the mud. 
The lineman elbows the back of Curly’s head and pushes his 
face into the muck for good measure. Enraged, blood running 
down his nose, Curly charges after the lineman.

CURLY
You son of a bitch! What the hell?!

They fight, but their teammates separate them. Gipper pushes 
Curly back to the huddle.

CURLY (CONT'D)
You cheap shit! I’ll knock your 
damn head off next time!

GIPPER
Brush it off! Come on! We got a 
game to win!

CURLY
Who the hell’s he think is?! 
Bastard.

GIPPER
Easy, boy. That’s Halas.

CURLY
That’s Halas? George Halas?

GIPPER
Best player in the State, they say.

GEORGE HALAS, the vicious tackler, strolls to his huddle. His 
face is intense with a flat, broken nose. His deep set, manic 
eyes stare hard at Curly and he grins sadistically.

Curly stares back with the same intensity.

EXT. ROSS FIELD - END OF GAME

Notre Dame's kicking team kicks an extra point. The gun goes 
off. Final score: Great Lakes 7, Notre Dame 7.
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The two teams walk miserably onto the field and start shaking 
hands with each other. Curly turns to see Halas standing in 
front of him, his wild eyes focused like lasers on Curly. 
They both stare for a moment, neither man offering his hand.

GEORGE HALAS
(in a low growl)

Next time.

CURLY
I’ll be here.

They walk away from each other, each man warily glancing back 
over their shoulders.

EXT. WISCONSIN HIGHWAY 57, 1965 

Curly cruises his Cadillac down the open highway. He passes a 
large sign: Welcome To Green Bay! Titletown USA! He smiles.

EXT. ELIZABETH STREET, GREEN BAY - CONTINUOUS

Curly drives slowly along Baird Creek. He looks wistfully out 
over an open field across from the creek.

MATCH DISSOLVE:

EXT. ELIZABETH STREET, GREEN BAY, 1919 - FLASHBACK

TITLE ON SCREEN: 1919

The field is transformed into a large brick building with 
smaller buildings and sheds. Towering smokestacks loom 
overhead. A railroad track runs through the grounds. 

A large wooden sign reads: INDIAN PACKING COMPANY.  

INT. INDIAN MEAT PACKING COMPANY - SAME

Rows of skinned, headless animal carcasses hang from rails 
running above the main floor of the processing warehouse. 
Workers in aprons and rubber gloves cut, trim and de-bone the 
dead animals, getting them ready for packing and shipping. 

Curly works at one of the tables. He looks miserable. 

10.
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INDIAN MEAT PACKING LOADING DOCK - LATER

Curly sits on the loading dock with a group of other workers 
eating lunch. They are covered in blood and animal stains.

As workers laugh and joke, Curly takes a newspaper someone 
left on the dock. It’s the sports page. The headline reads: 
“Rockne Leads Notre Dame To Big Win!”

Curly looks at the headline, frowns, crumples up the paper 
and throws it away.

Returning to his sandwich, he is approached by a YOUNG OFFICE 
WORKER, a boy of about thirteen in a shirt, tie and slacks. 

OFFICE WORKER
Curly! You got a telegram.

The kid hands the paper to Curly. From beside him, NED, 
another meat chopper, looks over Curly’s shoulder. 

NED
A telegram. Aren’t you the cat’s 
pajamas?

Curly starts to read. Ned reads too.

NED (CONT'D)
George Calhoun? Ain’t he the sports 
editor over at the Press Gazette?

Curly looks up at Ned and holds out the telegram.

CURLY
Did you want to...?

NED
No, thanks, I can see fine.

Curly keeps reading.

CURLY
Huh, he wants to meet with me.

NED
About what?

CURLY
Doesn’t say. Just wants to meet at 
his office, 401 South Washington.

NED
That’s Bradley’s Saloon, ain’t it? 

11.
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Curly stares at the telegram confused and curious.

INT. BRADLEY’S SALOON - LATER THAT DAY

Up close on a clear glass bottle of beer, turned upside down. 
The beer runs out in a rapid flow. Pulling back we see the 
beer being poured down the throat of one GEORGE WHITNEY 
CALHOUN.  A gruff man who looks much older than his thirty 
years on earth. He has short shaven hair and a bulldog’s 
face, like a boxer who’s taken too many punches. He wears a 
wool suit, white shirt and tie. His grey Homburg hat on the 
bar. 

He pours the beer down into his gullet in one long, 
uninterrupted guzzle and belches, loudly.

CALHOUN
ARRRRRUP! Set up another, Tommy!

TOMMY, the bartender, sets another beer in front of Calhoun. 
Tommy gives an annoyed glance down at Calhoun's feet and 
sighs heavily as he returns to other customers. 

Under Calhoun, a Boston Terrier lays contentedly at his feet.

Calhoun grabs a bowl of peanuts off the bar, tips the peanuts 
on to the floor, pours beer into the bowl, then sets it on 
the floor in front of the dog. She laps it up with relish.

Calhoun starts another beer pour down his throat. 

Curly enters the bar and walks up to him.

CURLY
Mr. Calhoun?

CALHOUN
ARRRRRUP! Oh, hey. Lambeau! Good to 
see you. Good to see you. Have a 
seat.

Curly sits, still unsure.

CALHOUN (CONT'D)
Tommy! Two more!

(to Curly)
Did you want one?

CURLY
Sure.
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CALHOUN
Make it three, Tommy! 

(to Curly)
You hungry?

CURLY
Well--

CALHOUN
And Tommy, two Limburger sandwiches 
on rye! Don’t skimp on the mustard!

CURLY
Uh, I don’t...

CALHOUN
It’s on me. It’s fine.

The beers arrive. Calhoun takes one and tips it to Curly.

CALHOUN (CONT'D)
Here’s mud in yer’ eye.

CURLY
Yeah, cheers.

Calhoun pours the entire bottle down his throat again.

CALHOUN
ARRRRUP!  

CURLY
So, uh, Mr. Calhoun--

CALHOUN
--Cal.

CURLY
Right, Cal. Um, I got your 
telegram, and--

Calhoun strikes a match on the bar and lights a cigar.

CALHOUN
Lambeau, I’ve been covering you 
since you were the big star over at 
East. Saw all your games.

CURLY
Is that so?

CALHOUN
Yeah, you were a hell of a player. 
Big, fast, best I’d seen in years.
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Tommy sets two plates of Limburger Cheese sandwiches in front 
of them. Calhoun rubs his hands together, hungrily.

CALHOUN (CONT'D)
Oh yeah, come to Papa!

Calhoun takes a huge bite of the sandwich. 

CALHOUN (CONT'D)
Dig in, kid. This is manna from 
heaven.

Curly looks at the sandwich and sniffs it. Phew! He pushes it 
away a few inches. Calhoun breaks off a piece of his sandwich 
and gives it to the dog.

CURLY
I appreciate you being a fan and 
all, Mr.--Cal. But I still don’t--

CALHOUN
Look, kid. You were the biggest 
sports star this town’s had in 
years. Four year starter. Team 
captain. You do a year at Notre 
Dame, then leave, for whatever 
reason--

CURLY
--I had tonsillitis for weeks.

CALHOUN
Okay, I get it. Notre Dame’s a 
tough place. Easy to wash out. 

CURLY
I didn’t wash out. I could run 
circles around that whole damn 
team. I just couldn’t make up the 
lost time--

CALHOUN
--Whatever rows your boat, kid. I’m 
not judging you. It’s your life. 
I’m sure chopping up pig snouts and 
bull anuses is just as rewarding.

Curly looks down, embarrassed, and takes a drink.

CALHOUN (CONT'D)
But, back to my point, do you know 
how many people watched your last 
game when you beat West?
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CURLY
I don’t know...a lot.

CALHOUN
Yeah, a lot. Thousands.

CURLY
Thousands?

CALHOUN
Three thousand three hundred and 
twenty-two, to be exact. My pal 
Hatch Gunderson ran the gate at 
that game. And that’s not counting 
the five hundred or so folks who 
couldn’t get in and sat on top of 
their cars watching the game from 
across the street. 

CURLY
Um... Right.... And?

CALHOUN
My point is, people in this town, 
they love football. You know why?

CURLY
Why?

CALHOUN
Because there ain’t nothing else. 
They work at the paper mill, the 
cheese factory, the meat packing 
plant... and that’s it. Chicago? 
You got museums and theaters and 
hot swingin’ jazz. In Green Bay a 
big date is Lutefisk dinners and 
bingo at Turner Hall. But, we got 
football. And everybody goes mad 
for it here. Everybody. You ever 
see a priest jump on the field and 
punch out a ref for a bad call? I 
have. It ain’t pretty.  

CURLY
I still don’t--

CALHOUN
--I want to start a football team.

CURLY
You... you what?

Calhoun pulls out a crumpled newspaper clipping.
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CALHOUN
Yeah. Looky here.

He hands the clipping to Curly, who studies it.

CALHOUN (CONT'D)
A State semi-pro league has started 
up. You got teams in Beloit, 
Kenosha, Oshkosh, even as far as 
Menominee. There’s a small 
franchise fee, I’ll foot that. We 
play the games, pass the hat at 
halftime, and make some dough.  

CURLY
Play where?

CALHOUN
I was thinking Hagemeister Park. 
It’s free. We rope off the field, 
set up some makeshift goalposts and 
we’re swimmin’.

CURLY
How do we know people will show?

CALHOUN
Yeah, see, that’s where I come in. 
It’s handy for a team to have the 
sports editor of the local paper 
write stirring exploits of our 
heroic boys on the field of battle. 
I cover the games, write about 
inspiring, off the field stuff. 
They’ll show up, believe me.   

Curly stares, a glint of excitement growing in his eyes.

CURLY
And what’s your cut?

CALHOUN
(mock indignation)

Young man, you cut me to the quick.

Curly continues to stare and smile.

CALHOUN (CONT'D)
Twenty-five percent.

CURLY
Shit, twenty-five--?
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CALHOUN
Hey, you’re gonna have at least 
that many more watching the games 
because of me.

CURLY
What about players?

CALHOUN
You’ll be the Captain. You recruit 
whoever you want on the team. Old 
buddies, high school chums, cabbage 
farmers, I don’t give a crap. You 
coach the team, call the plays, get 
all the glory. I’ll handle the 
business end of things and try and 
make sure the coffers stay full.

Curly's eyes narrow. He's mulling it over.

CALHOUN (CONT'D)
There is one drawback. We need a 
stake up front, you know, for 
uniforms, balls, training gear, 
stuff like that.

CURLY
How much?

CALHOUN
Five hundred should do it.

CURLY
Dollars? Well, what about the 
newspaper?

CALHOUN
That’s a no-go. It might look like 
a conflict of interest.

CURLY
(grinning)

Oh, we wouldn’t want that.

CALHOUN
(grinning back)

No, we would not.

CURLY
Hmm. Let me talk to Frank Peck, he 
owns the packing company. He might 
stake us.
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CALHOUN
Does this mean you’re in?

Curly looks at Cal. He grins and holds up his bottle.

CURLY
I’m in.

CALHOUN
Outstanding!

Calhoun pours down his other beer.

CALHOUN (CONT'D)
ARRRRRUP! You sure you can get the 
money?

CURLY
Leave it to me.

EXT. PRACTICE FIELD AT INDIAN PACKING COMPANY - DAY

A team of football players clad in deep blue jerseys and tan 
canvas pants are practicing in an open field next to the 
Indian Meat Packing plant. They all wear new high top cleats 
and bright blue socks.

Curly stands watching the men running around the field. He is 
approached by Calhoun, with his dog on a leash.

CALHOUN
Well, well, well! This is looking 
like a real team!

CURLY
That’s ‘cause it is.

CALHOUN
So Peck coughed up the dough, huh?

CURLY
Yep. And I even got him to donate 
the practice field for free.

Calhoun slaps Curly on the back.

CALHOUN
Hah! Christ, Lambeau, you could 
charm a dog off a gut wagon, I 
swear! How the hell did you pull 
that off?

Curly keeps his eyes on the team.
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CURLY
I told Peck we'd call the team The 
Indian Packing Corporation Squad.

Calhoun's smile drops.

CALHOUN
That's... a terrible name.

Curly shrugs.

CURLY
(shouting)

Hey, let's run that one again, 
boys! And get the lead out, eh?!

Calhoun looks out at the players.

CALHOUN
I know most of these faces.

CURLY
Lots of guys from my old East team; 
Abrams, Kelly, Hume, Bell. 

The players run, pass and go through blocking drills.

CURLY (CONT'D)
Got some West side guys, too; 
Leaper, Schneider, Gallagher.

CALHOUN
How the hell’d you pull that off?

CURLY
I just said, “You want to play 
football?” They said, “Hell, yeah.”

(blowing his whistle)
All right! Let’s line up on 
offense! We’re running the Single 
Wing Shift! Donny, get ’em up on 
the line!

CALHOUN
Oh, I almost forgot. You need to 
make a visit to the other teams in 
the league. Get their okay on our 
franchise and schedule the games.

CURLY
What? When?

CALHOUN
Next week.
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CURLY
Next--Cal, I’m getting married this 
Saturday! Next week’s my honeymoon!

CALHOUN
I know. You and the missus are 
taking a train ride around the 
State. What could be more perfect? 

Curly cringes and shakes his head.

CURLY
How am I gonna explain this to 
Margie?

CALHOUN
Tell her you'll name the team after 
her. 

Curly gives his new partner a look.

CALHOUN (CONT'D)
The "Margies". Rolls off the tongue 
a helluva lot easier than The 
Indian Packing Corporation Squad.

MONTAGE: 
1. Curly and Marguerite run from a church, arm and arm. She, 
in a simple wedding dress. He, in a plain tuxedo. They laugh 
as parishioners throw rice at them.

2. A steam train heads down the tracks in a cloud of smoke. 

TITLES ON SCREEN: Menominee. Marinette. Ishpeming.

3. Curly chats with men in dark, three piece suits. They 
chuckle and shake hands with Curly. An attractive SECRETARY 
smiles at Curly. He winks at her.

4. The train heads down more tracks through thick wilderness.

TITLES ON SCREEN: Sheboygan, Milwaukee, Beloit.  

5. Curly chatting with more dark suited men smoking cigars, 
this time in a bar. YOUNG WOMEN sit at the tables with them. 
Curly laughs and puts his arm around one of them.

6. The train chugs down another set of tracks. Open farm 
fields in the distance. Marguerite kisses Curly's cheek.

TITLES ON SCREEN: Oshkosh, New London, Racine. 

7. More shaking hands in smoky rooms. Pens sign contracts.
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8. The train continues its journey along Lake Michigan.

END MONTAGE:

INT. SLEEPER TRAIN CAR - EVENING

In a warmly lit sleeper car, Curly sits at a small table 
going over notes and a schedule. The dark landscape flies by 
the window. He looks tired and haggard.

Marguerite steps up to him wearing a frilly nightgown and 
robe. She stands over him, her hand on his shoulder. 

MARGUERITE
You all right?

CURLY
(rubbing his eyes)

Yeah. Just working this schedule 
out.

MARGUERITE
(smiling)

You sure missed all the sights this 
trip. The Merrill City Hall, The 
Menominee Indian Museum, The Racine 
Kringle Bakery. Exciting stuff.

CURLY
Mm-hmm. That’s nice.

She looks down and sees a red lipstick stain on Curly’s 
collar. She pauses, then puts a hand on his shoulder.

MARGUERITE
Maybe you should come to bed. 
You’ve had a long day and--

CURLY
--Could you just let me finish 
this, please?

She recoils and removes her hand. She looks at him, sadly.

MARGUERITE
(weakly)

Don’t work too late.

She leaves him at the table.
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EXT. HAGEMEISTER PARK FIELD - WEEKS LATER

A whistle in the mouth of a Referee blows.

Calhoun, an unlit cigar in his teeth, is cordoning off areas 
of the field, running ropes to various wooden poles. 

Players get out of cars and the back of horse drawn wagons. 
Some look worse for wear; smoking or drinking from flasks.

Onlookers also wander onto the field; men in suits and ties, 
most of them wearing hats. Some children also run around on 
the field, throwing balls and squealing at one another. 

A rickety bus pulls up across the field and the opposing team 
gets out; The Menominee North Enders.

Curly stands on the field. He takes a deep breath and grins.

CURLY
All right, move it in here!

His TEAM jogs over and forms a ring around him.

CURLY (CONT'D)
Well, I wanted to say something 
inspirational. Lots of “go get ‘em” 
and “rah-rah.” But all I can think 
of to tell you is this.

(smiling)
Fellas... we’re playing football.

The players around him get big smiles and start to chuckle.

CURLY (CONT'D)
So how about it!

The team yells and runs out onto the field. A REFEREE stands 
at the 50 yard line.

REFEREE
Captains!

Curly and the MENOMINEE CAPTAIN, a swarthy young man with 
dark, thick hair and dull eyes, join the Referee.

REFEREE (CONT'D)
Okay, Curly, you’re home team, so 
you get the ball first.  

(to the Menominee Captain)
Which side you want to kick from?

MENOMINEE CAPTAIN
North.
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REFEREE
That’s South.

MENOMINEE CAPTAIN
Okay, South.

REFEREE
Let’s have a clean game, boys. And 
watch the language. We got children 
out here.

The Referee blows his whistle. The teams line up for the kick-
off. Some of them wear leather helmets, some do not. 

Calhoun claps from the sideline.

CALHOUN
Okay, let’s lower the boom, boys! 
Show ‘em what’s what!

Another whistle and the Menominee kicker runs to the ball and 
kicks. Curly’s season has started.

WES LEAPER, a wiry end, grabs the kick-off and heads upfield. 
The two teams run at one another, bodies clashing. Leaper 
runs it out to the thirty yard line before he’s tackled by a 
duo from the Menominee team.

Curly lines up behind the center.

CURLY
Fourteen! Twenty-Two! Forty-Eight! 
Hike!

He takes the snap and heads around the right end. He gains 
five yards before being tackled by a host of defenders.

Calhoun cheers from the sideline as a bevy of fans stand 
behind the rope barrier.

Curly takes another snap from center. He throws a pass 
downfield to RIGGIE DWYER, a tall receiver. Dwyer catches the 
ball and weaves his way down the field, toward the end zone.

The crowd on the sideline runs along with him till he falls 
over the goal line and into the end zone. The crowd cheers! 

Calhoun jumps in excitement, holding his dog over his head.

CALHOUN
Yeah! That-a-way, Riggie-Boy!

The teams line up for the extra point. The holder takes the 
snap and Curly kicks the ball through the uprights.
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Calhoun goes to a large chalkboard sitting on an easel. One 
side is scrawled “Green Bay” the other side, “Menominee.” 
Calhoun writes 7-0.

GAME MONTAGE: 1. Menominee lines up on offense. The 
quarterback takes the snap. A Green Bay LINEMAN, charges 
through a block and tackles the quarterback, knocking the 
ball free. Another DEFENDER scoops up the ball and races for 
another touchdown. The sideline crowd whoops and cheers.

2. Curly takes the snap and runs around the left end. He 
breaks free into the open field. A defender comes in for a 
tackle, but Curly gives him a forearm to the jaw, and the man 
crumples to the turf. Curly races to the end zone. The crowd 
cheers.

The Referee blows his whistle standing next to the 
scoreboard: 21-0 on the chalkboard. Green Bay leads.

END MONTAGE.

REFEREE
That’s the half! Ten minutes! Ten!

The two teams head for either ends of the field. Calhoun 
begins passing his hat amongst the fans on the sideline.

CALHOUN
Alrighty, folks! The boys gave us a 
great first half. What say we show 
some appreciation for their effort, 
huh? A little dollars and cents 
inspiration to help ‘em deliver a 
big win. How about it?

People reach into their pockets and drop dollars and coins 
into the hat. Calhoun approaches SAMMY, a young boy in 
knickers and a wool coat.

CALHOUN (CONT'D)
Hey there, sonny. What’s your name?

SAMMY
Sammy Van Velden. 

CALHOUN
Well, Sammy Van Velden, you got a 
little something for the team?

Sammy puts his hand in his pocket and pulls out a coin.

SAMMY
(reluctantly)

All I got is a nickel.
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Calhoun brings the hat closer to Sammy.

CALHOUN
No contribution too small, son.

Sammy looks down at his coin, unmoving. Calhoun pulls the hat 
back and starts to turn away.

CALHOUN (CONT'D)
Okay, if you don’t want the team to 
win, that’s up to you--

SAMMY
No! No, here! You can have it.

Calhoun tousles the boy's hair.

CALHOUN
That a boy! You’re a tried and true 
fan!

The Referee blows his whistle.

REFEREE
All right! Let’s get back to it!

GAME MONTAGE: 1. Green Bay kicks off. More tackling, head 
butting and bruising blocks.

2. Calhoun writes 28-0 on the chalkboard. 

3. Curly throws a pass downfield. DUKE BRADLEE, an end, 
catches the ball and is violently thrown to the ground.

4. Calhoun writes 35-0 on the chalkboard.

5. A MENOMINEE HALFBACK tries to dive over a pile of lineman 
in the middle, but he is driven back by a Green bay DEFENDER.

6. FRITZ GAVIN, a Green Bay lineman, staggers to the sideline 
holding his face. He sits on the ground, wailing in pain. 
Calhoun runs over to him.

CALHOUN
You okay, Fritzy?

Gavin takes his hands away from his face. His nose is bent in 
a severe right angle. Calhoun winces.

FRITZ GAVIN
Is it broke?
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CALHOUN
(queasy)

Nah, you can... hardly notice it. 
Here--

Calhoun puts his thumbs on either side of Gavin’s nose.

CALHOUN (CONT'D)
I’ll fix it up for you. One... two-

Calhoun bends the nose back into shape. There is a loud CRACK 
of bone and tendons.

FRITZ GAVIN
AHHHHHH!!!

Calhoun steps back and looks at his handiwork. 

CALHOUN
There, good as new. 

Fritz staggers to the water bucket and tries to take a drink 
from a ladle. Calhoun whacks it out of his hand.

CALHOUN (CONT'D)
C’mon, get back in there!

Gavin stumbles back onto the field.

7. Curly is on another long run. A Menominee defenseman 
knifes in from the side and grabs Curly by the head, 
wrestling him to the ground. 

BANG! The Referee’s gun fires. End of game and the MONTAGE.

EXT. HAGEMEISTER PARK FIELD - MOMENTS LATER

Curly jogs off the field with his teammates. His uniform is 
full of grass stains; he has a red scrape across his cheek. 
Fans congratulate him. Even little Sammy Van Velden gives him 
a happy pat on the back. Calhoun writes 52-0 on the 
chalkboard. Calhoun turns and smiles at Curly. 

Two PRETTY YOUNG WOMEN run up to Curly, they each hug him and 
kiss his cheek. They ask for autographs. Curly, enjoying the 
attention, puts his arms around them. They all walk off the 
field.

Calhoun watches Curly, uncomfortably. 

MARGUERITE
That was some game.
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Cal realizes Marguerite is standing beside him, looking sadly 
at Curly and the girls walking away. 

CALHOUN
Oh, Margie, we--

MARGUERITE
Congrats, Cal.

She frowns, looks at the ground, turns and walks quickly in 
the other direction. Calhoun looks after her, but then down 
at his hat, which is full of money, and then back to Curly, 
still waving and smiling at fans.

SOUND: TYPING. 

CALHOUN (V.O.)
“The 1919 football season for The 
Indian Packing Squad got off to a 
big start this past Sunday... 

INT. THE GREEN BAY PRESS GAZETTE OFFICES - DAYS LATER

Calhoun sits at his desk at the Gazette, typing furiously on 
an old typewriter. A bottle of beer and Limburger sandwich 
sit on the desk. Patsy Tootsie, lays at his feet.

CALHOUN (V.O.)
...with a fifty-two to nothing 
drubbing of the native boys from up 
in Menominee.”  

A fresh MONTAGE of the town watching history unfold, while 
black and white game footage plays.

INT. GREEN BAY BARBERSHOP - DAY

A MAN in the barber chair is reading Calhoun’s article to the 
rest of the MEN in the shop.

MAN
“Leading the way was our star from 
East High, Earl ‘Curly’ Lambeau, 
who scored four touchdowns, kicked 
all of the extra points and one 
field goal for good measure.”

INT. MECHANIC'S SHOP - SAME

One MECHANIC reads to another in a garage, as footage from 
ensuing games dissolve over the top.
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TITLE ON SCREEN: Green Bay 61, Marinette 0.

MECHANIC
“Striking a blow for the Big Bay 
Blues, Lambeau marched over the 
Northerners for three touchdowns, 
and passed for two more. ”

Footage from a game. More fans are on the sideline.

TITLE ON SCREEN: Green Bay 54, Sheboygan 0.

THE MONTAGE OF THE RISE OF THE PACKERS CONTINUES...

INT. WELL-TO-DO GREEN BAY HOME - DAY

A nicely dressed WOMAN at a tea party reads the paper to 
other women sitting around a dining room table.

WOMAN
“The score was forty-nine to 
nothing at halftime, which would 
have been a good time for the boys 
from Sheboygan to pack up and go 
home.”

More footage of Curly and other players running downfield for 
long gains and touchdowns.

TITLE ON SCREEN: Green Bay 76, Racine 6.

INT. GREEN BAY CHEESE FACTORY - DAY

A CHEESE MAKER reads to another WORKER at a Cheese Factory. 
They stand in front of vats of milk and racks of cheddar.

CHEESE MAKER
“Like a team of wild horses, 
Lambeau and his Packers couldn’t be 
stopped.”

GAME FOOTAGE: A gang of four defenders tackle Curly out of 
bounds. He knocks over Fritz Gavin, who is trying to drink 
water from the ladle in the water bucket.

TITLE ON SCREEN: Green Bay 33, Ishpeming 0.

INT. INDIAN MEAT PACKING COMPANY - DAY

Ned, the meat packing worker, reads to Jimmy, the office boy.
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NED
“The Big Bay Blue Boys seemed 
unstoppable, running through the 
hopelessly outmatched squad from 
the Upper Peninsula.”

FOOTAGE: The games now have hundreds of fans up and down the 
sideline. Calhoun passes the hat, brimming with dollar bills.

TITLE ON SCREEN: Green Bay 85, Oshkosh 0.

INT. GREEN BAY CATHOLIC CHURCH - DAY

A PASTOR reads a newspaper to his parishioners in the church.

PASTOR
“Better that the Professionals from 
Oshkosh change their team name, 
because they resembled rank 
amateurs next to the mighty Packers 
in blue and gold.” 

ANOTHER GAME. Curly dives into the end zone and Calhoun 
cheers wildly from the sideline, his dog barking out his 
approval as well.

TITLE ON SCREEN: Green Bay 46, Chicago 0.

INT. GREEN BAY PAPER MILL - DAY

A group of workers gather around a FOREMAN reading the 
newspaper. He shouts over the deafening noise of the huge 
paper rolling machines spinning behind them.

FOREMAN
“Chicago may be famous for jazz, 
stockyards and World’s Fairs, but 
our hard packing Boys in Blue 
proved Green Bay is the town for 
football.” 

A GAME: A long pass from Curly to Leaper. Another touchdown!

TITLE ON SCREEN: Green Bay 17, Stambaugh 0.

EXT. FARM FIELD - DAY

Two old FARMERS, at least in their eighties, sit on the back 
of a pickup truck filled with rutabagas. One reads to the 
other, who has an old time ear horn.
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FARMER #1
“Lambeau and our hard charging 
Packers sent the Stambaugh Miners 
home, licking their wounds and 
regretting they ever heard the name 
of Green Bay.”

FARMER #2
Huh? The what, now?

GAME FOOTAGE: Curly lands in the end zone, and the crowd goes 
absolutely nuts! He holds the ball over his head and roars 
victoriously with his team all around him and Calhoun 
grinning from the sidelines. The PACKERS HAVE ARRIVED.

END MONTAGE.

EXT. THE LAMBEAU HOME, GREEN BAY NEIGHBORHOOD - EVENING

A small, white clapboard house sits in a quiet neighborhood 
on Green Bay’s East Side. It is a chilly, late Autumn night 
and wind blows the last of the leaves from the trees.

Through the windows is the glow of warm lamp light.

INT. THE LAMBEAU HOME - CONTINUOUS

Curly and Calhoun sit at a table post dinner, empty beer 
bottles scattered among the plates that Marguerite clears. 
Calhoun has his dog on his lap. They are in mid-conversation.

CURLY
Yeah, I still don’t get it.

CALHOUN
The Big Bay Blues. We live by the 
big bay, your jerseys are blue, 
hell, your eyes are blue.

CURLY
I don’t know. It just sounds funny.

CALHOUN
Compared to what? The Indian 
Packing Company Squad of Green Bay? 
Sounds like a law firm.

CURLY
The Indians? Shorten it up?
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CALHOUN
You got the Cleveland Indians, the 
Burlington Indians, the Akron 
Indians, the Dover Indians. 

CURLY
Right right. Okay.

CALHOUN
We need a name that stands out.

CURLY
But Big Baby Blues?

CALHOUN
Bay Blues! Big Bay Blues!

CURLY
I don’t know...

MARGUERITE
What about The Packers?

Curly and Calhoun look at her, curious.

MARGUERITE (CONT'D)
(to Calhoun)

Why not? You’ve been writing about 
“Our hard charging packers.” 

(to Curly)
Sweetheart, you work at the Packing 
Company, so does most of the team. 
You’re Packers. That’s who you are. 
That’s who the town is. We’re all 
Packers. Embrace it.

The two men look at one another, then back at Marguerite.

CALHOUN
She is more than just a pretty 
face.

Curly looks at his wife, but she doesn't meet his eye.

Calhoun, seeing her discomfort, gets up from his chair.

CALHOUN (CONT'D)
I should get going. We “Packers” 
have an early train to catch. 

CURLY
Yep.
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CALHOUN
See you at the station.

CURLY
Seven o’clock.

MARGUERITE
Good night, Cal. Good night, 
Tootsie! 

The dog barks. The front door opens and shuts.

Curly looks up at Marguerite. She stares at him, emotionless, 
then goes back to clearing the table.

EXT. STEAM TRAIN - EARLY MORNING.

The massive, black iron train goes down the rail, early 
morning steam plumes billowing from it’s undercarriage.

INT. STEAM TRAIN - DAY

The team sits in the passenger car.

Calhoun comes down the aisle, chomping on a wet cigar and 
carrying his dog. He sits next to Curly, who has a book and 
is writing in a notepad. Calhoun looks at Curly’s notes.

CALHOUN
What’s this? Some new plays?

Calhoun takes Curly’s book.

CURLY
Hey--

CALHOUN
“Great Inspirational Speeches”?

Curly grabs the book back as Calhoun chuckles.

CURLY
Coach Rockne said “A team in an 
ordinary frame of mind will do 
ordinary things. But in the proper 
emotional state of mind, they’ll do 
extraordinary things.” 

CALHOUN
Huh. Profound. Well, give the boys 
an extraordinary speech and let’s 
kick some Beloit butt, huh?
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Curly smiles.

EXT. FOURTH QUARTER FOOTBALL GAME, BELOIT FIELD - DAY

Rain and snow. The bleachers are packed with Beloit fans, all 
wrapped in blankets and heavy coats.

The scoreboard: Beloit 6, Green Bay 0. Ten seconds to go.

The players on the field look like they’ve been through a 
war. Their uniforms are caked with mud and snow. No man on 
either side is without a cut, bruise, broken bone or 
laceration. The ball rests on Beloit’s three yard line.

From their huddle, Curly sees the REFEREE chatting and 
shaking hands with one of the Beloit players.

CURLY
Okay, boys. We got three yards to 
pay dirt. What say we score this 
time, kick the point, and get the 
hell out of this stinkin’ town?

The men all yell and cheer in agreement.

The offense lines up. Beloit digs in to stop them.

CURLY (CONT'D)
Sixteen! Forty-Two! Nineteen! Hike! 
Hike!

The ball SNAPS. Curly takes the ball around the right end and 
jogs easily into the end zone. The Packer players cheer.

The Referee throws a late flag.

CURLY (CONT'D)
What the hell?!

REFEREE
You were illegally in motion.

CURLY
Illegally in mo--I was running with 
the goddamn ball!!!

The gun goes off.

REFEREE
That’s the game, fellas.

A BEAT, and then -- Curly PUSHES the Referee.
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CURLY
How much they paying you, Zabel?! 
Huh?! How much to throw the game?! 
Twenty?! Fifty?!

REFEREE
Get your damn hands off me!

Curly punches the Referee square in the jaw, sending him 
sprawling to the ground. The field turns into a melee as 
Green Bay and Beloit players start to brawl in the mud.

INT. BRADLEY’S SALOON - A WEEK LATER - NIGHT

Boisterous music and laughter can be heard inside the 
downtown Green Bay saloon.

The entire Packers team is partying in the saloon. Much beer 
and whiskey is being imbibed. Many cigars smoked.

A banner hanging high above the bar reads: CONGRATULATIONS TO 
OUR PACKERS! SEASON ONE!

Curly sits at a corner table, quietly sipping his beer. 
Calhoun approaches him, quite drunk, carrying his dog. He 
plops himself down next to Curly.

CALHOUN
Ha! Do I know how to throw a party?

CURLY
Yep.

CALHOUN
(seeing Curly’s mood)

Oh come on, Curly! You still in the 
dumps about Beloit? That was a week 
ago! Today, we celebrate! After the 
season we had, you're over her 
crying over a crooked ref?

CURLY
No.

CALHOUN
It was one game. Let it go. Look at 
us! We outscored the whole goddamn 
league five hundred and sixty-five 
to twelve! And that’s just our 
first season! Huh? Huh? 

Curly pushes his dog into Curly's face.
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CALHOUN (CONT'D)
Who's got a smile for little Patsy 
Tootsie? C'mon'Uncle Curly! 

Curly laughs and shoves the pup back toward his drunk friend.

CURLY
Haha, Okay! Yeah, you’re right.

CALHOUN
Nowhere to go but up, pal!

(He stands, uneasily)
And speaking of which.

Calhoun grabs a beer bottle and bangs on it with a spoon.

CALHOUN (CONT'D)
Hey! Hey, hey! Can I have your 
attention, please! SHUT UP!!!

The boys quiet down.

CALHOUN (CONT'D)
Thank you, now... What was I gonna 
say?

(he looks at Curly)
Oh! Right. Curly and I want to show 
our gratitude to all of you ugly 
mugs for an outstanding first 
season!

The team cheers.

CALHOUN (CONT'D)
We throttled, we strangled, and we 
flattened the rest of the league! 
Even Beloit! Screw the Refs!

They cheer again.

CALHOUN (CONT'D)
But none of us are doing this for 
nothin’, right?

Calhoun pulls out a stack of envelopes.

CALHOUN (CONT'D)
Let’s talk money!

The team cheers loudly as Calhoun passes out the envelopes to 
the players. The noise starts to quiet down as they all open 
their envelopes and get a look at their checks.

The mood shifts, noticeably. Smiles become frowns. 
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DUTCH DWYER
Are you serious?

WES LEAPER
Sixteen dollars and seventy-five 
cents?

FRITZ GAVIN
For the whole season?

DUTCH DWYER
This is a joke!

The rest of the team starts to grumble.

CALHOUN
Now wait, fellas, we did had some 
unforeseen overhead expenses.

DUTCH DWYER
Like what?!

WES LEAPER
This is horse shit!

FRITZ GAVIN
I can make this in three days 
working at the meat packing plant!

The room full of burly men begin to grumble and shout. Curly 
finally gets up and raises his voice over all of them--

CURLY
Yes, you can. So can I. So can most 
all of us.

(he takes Fritz’s check)
But do you know what the difference 
is with this?

He holds up the check. The team stays quiet, listening.

CURLY (CONT'D)
You made this playing football.

The men let this sink in. They look at one another, unsure. 

CURLY (CONT'D)
This is our first season, boys. 
Next year is gonna be different. 

He raises his beer and proclaims--
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CURLY (CONT'D)
You stick with me -- with this 
team, and I’ll make it up to you. 
That’s a promise.

The men cheer and drink to Curly. The music kicks on and the 
party returns.

CALHOUN
(to Curly)

Knute Rockne's got nothing on you, 
pal.

Curly winks and drunks, though there is a hint of worry 
behind his bravado. 

EXT. HAGEMEISTER PARK, GREEN BAY - DAY, 1965 

The deep red Cadillac pulls up to a worn and neglected 
football field at Hagemeister Park. Old wood bleachers are 
sagging and water damaged. The grass is long and unkempt. 

Curly parks and gets out. He stands at the edge of the 
playing field looking wistful and nostalgic.

MATCH DISSOLVE:

EXT. HAGEMEISTER PARK - SUMMER - DAY, 1920

TITLE ON SCREEN: 1920

Construction is going on in the park as a small crew of men 
are hand sawing and nailing planks into a set of bleachers. 
Curly helps one of the men carry a board and set it in place.

Calhoun walks quickly to Curly, his dog in tow and a cigar 
between his teeth.

CALHOUN
Lambeau!

Curly turns. He holds out his arms to the bleachers.

CURLY
Looks great, don’t it? Like a real 
playing field.

CALHOUN
Let’s hope it doesn’t bankrupt us.
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CURLY
My old man is doing it at cost. He 
got all the lumber at a discount.

Curly turns and calls to his DAD, an older man hammering 
nails high in the bleachers.

CURLY (CONT'D)
Lookin’ good, Pop!

CURLY’S DAD, smoking a pipe looks up and waves.

CALHOUN
Great, nice pipe. Curly, this 
"stadium" is fine, but what’s with 
this new player you signed? You 
don’t consult me?

CURLY
Cal, Howard Buck is a giant--

EXT. FOOTBALL FIELD - DAY

HOWARD “CUB” BUCK, a broad-shouldered young man in the middle 
of a football game, picks up an opposing player and slams him 
viciously into the turf.

CURLY (V.O.)
Six foot three, two hundred and 
fifty pounds. 

Buck is blocking three defensive players at once. He barrels 
over them, falling on them like an elephant squashing a bug.

CURLY (V.O.)
The man is a beast. He’s a monster.

EXT. ANOTHER FOOTBALL FIELD - DAY

Buck forearms a ball carrier across the throat. The runner 
flips completely upside-down and lands on his head.

EXT. HAGEMEISTER PARK FIELD - DAY

Calhoun blinks in shock and then narrows his eyes.

CALHOUN
And what're we paying this monster?

CURLY
Seventy dollars.
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CALHOUN
Jesus, seventy a season?!

CURLY
Per game. Seventy per game.

CALHOUN
PER GAME?!

Calhoun takes a rolled-up newspaper from his pocket and 
begins beating Curly with it. Curly laughs and fends him off.

CALHOUN starts to hyperventilate, pacing nervously.

CALHOUN (CONT'D)
Oh boy...oh boy, oh boy...

CURLY
Cal, you keep saying this is a 
spectator’s game. We need a player 
like Buck. He’ll draw the people 
in. Fill up these grandstands. It’s 
money well spent, This is an 
investment in the future.  

Calhoun takes the rolled up paper and shoves it to Curly.

CALHOUN
Well I hope you got another source 
for cash, pal. ‘Cause it ain’t 
coming from Frank Peck.

Curly reads the headline: INDIAN MEAT PACKING COMPANY SOLD TO 
ACME PACKING OF ILLINOIS.

CURLY
Shit.

Calhoun stops pacing and puts his hands on his hips.

CALHOUN
Any ideas?

They look at one another. Curly shrugs with a hopeful grin.

EXT. HAGEMEISTER FOOTBALL FIELD - WEEKS LATER 

Large type reads “Acme Packers.” It is printed on the chest 
of a Green Bay player running onto the field.
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The stands are filled with avid fans. The Lumberjack Band, a 
musical ensemble of men dressed in flannel shirts and ear-
flap hats, play a jaunty tune on trumpets, trombones, 
clarinets, drums and tubas as they march on the sidelines.

Curly lines up his team on the field. It’s the familiar faces 
from last season with the exception of Howard “Cub” Buck, who 
stands head and shoulders above the others.

CURLY
Well, boys, here we go again. The 
sun is shining and the whole damn 
town turned out. A perfect day to 
start bangin’ heads and kickin’ 
butts, don’t you think?

Cub gets a huge smile on his face as the other players cheer.

CURLY (CONT'D)
So let’s do it!

The team cheers louder.

The Referees whistle blows to start the game.

CUT TO:

The kickoff and the game ensues. 

MONTAGE:

1. Various plays; kicking, hitting, passing and tackling. Cub 
Buck throwing opposing players around like they were tinker 
toys.

TITLE ON SCREEN: Green Bay 56, Kaukauna Legion 0.

2, Calhoun types gleefully at his typewriter.

3. Another game, with Curly passing the ball for a touchdown. 
The fans cheer.

TITLE ON SCREEN: Green Bay 25, Marinette 0.

4. Curly is giving a rousing speech at a Rotary Club Dinner.

CURLY
So we’d love to see all you folks 
out there in the stands, cheering 
the Packers to victory!

Applause! Whistles! Cheers!
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TITLE ON SCREEN: Green Bay 62, De Pere 0

5. More Calhoun typing away.

6. The Packers in another game, decimating the opponent.

TITLE ON SCREEN: Green Bay 40, Rockford 0.

7. Curly is chatting with a bunch of guys at the barbershop. 
They all pat him on the back as he shakes hands with them.

TITLE ON SCREEN: Green Bay 46, Evansville 6.

8. The crowd is going crazy in the packed grandstand. 

9. Fritz Gavin is ladling a drink from a metal bucket. 
Calhoun walks past as he drinks.

CALHOUN
That’s the pee bucket, Fritz.

Fritz spits out the liquid in disgust.

10. Curly exits the field after a victory. He is bruised and 
battered, waving to the fans as children run alongside of him 
with gleeful expressions. Teenage girls run up to him for 
autographs, which he more than obliges.

END MONTAGE.

EXT. GREEN BAY TRAIN STATION - NEAR MIDNIGHT

Despite the late hour, the station is mobbed with about three 
hundred happy, slightly drunk fans. They all clamor aboard 
the train along with the equally inebriated Lumberjack Band.

Curly stands on the platform saying goodbye to Marguerite, 
who holds their baby son.

MARGUERITE
(fretting)

I don’t like you leaving this time 
of night.

CURLY
It’s Chicago, Margie, not 
Sheboygan. I’ll see you tomorrow.

She kisses his cheek and he boards the train, wiping the 
lipstick from his face. Fans cheer and wave banners as the 
train pulls out of the station.
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INT. STEAM TRAIN - THAT NIGHT

Curly makes his way down the aisle, trying to get by hard 
partying fans and players. Members of the band are playing. 
Curly finds a seat by a window and sits. He takes out a sheet 
of paper and studies it with a concerned expression. 

After a moment Calhoun stumbles up and sits next to him.

CALHOUN
Whew! What a blast, huh? We might 
just outnumber those Chicago fans 
tomorrow.

CURLY
(lost in thought)

Mm-Hmm.

CALHOUN
What’s the scoop, Ace? Everything 
okay?

CURLY
(forcing a smile)

Oh no, yeah, sure. Everything’s 
fine.

Curly looks back down at the sheet of paper.

It is a roster of the Chicago team. He is looking at one 
name: Right End-George Halas.

EXT. CHICAGO TRAIN STATION - WEE HOURS OF THE MORNING

It is still dark. The team, the drunken revelers, and the 
Lumberjack Band disembark from the train.

Calhoun, cigar in his teeth and dog under his arm, leads the 
band down the sidewalk as they play “Boolah-Boolah.” He waves 
his arm like a conductor. They all catch up to Curly.

CALHOUN
Want to join me, pal? The band’s 
just warmin’ up!

CURLY
(smiling)

Nah, I’ll see you at the hotel.

CALHOUN
Okay, Junior, it’s your funeral!

Calhoun laughs and leads the band down the sidewalk.
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INT. CURLY’S HOTEL ROOM - EARLY MORNING

Curly sets his small suitcase on the bed and unpacks his 
things. He pauses, lost in thought. Not the least bit tired.

INT. CURLY’S HOTEL BAR - MOMENTS LATER

Curly approaches the bar. A young, BRUNETTE WOMAN in a 
sparkling V-neck dress and fox stole sits at the bar. 

CURLY
(to the bartender)

Could I get a coffee, please?

BRUNETTE WOMAN
Coffee?

Curly turns to see the woman.

BRUNETTE WOMAN (CONT'D)
A little tame, don’t you think?

Curly smiles. The BARTENDER sets a coffee in front of Curly. 
Without taking his eyes off of her, he pushes it away.

CURLY
Change it to whiskey.

She smiles and moves in closer.

EXT. DOWNTOWN CHICAGO SIDEWALK - MORNING

Calhoun leads the band and many fans into a huge, ornate 
hotel lobby. The band is blaring a loud version of “Keep The 
Home Fires Burning.” They sing the lyric Keep The Touchdowns 
Scoring.

INT. ORNATE HOTEL LOBBY - CONTINUOUS

Calhoun and the band march around the lobby of the large, 
grand hotel. All the drunken fans singing loudly.

A NEBBISH DESK CLERK wearing a tuxedo comes over to them.

NEBBISH CLERK
Excuse me...excuse me! What are you 
doing?! You...you can’t be here!

Calhoun, the band and the fans continue to march and sing. 
The Clerk is suddenly carried away by the sea of people.
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NEBBISH CLERK (CONT'D)
Please! Shhh! We have customers 
trying to sleep! I’m warning you! 
I’ll call the police! I will!

They THROW the poor clerk right out the front door.

The band begins a loud version of “On Wisconsin.” Calhoun, 
the fans, and even a large group of hotel guests are singing 
and drinking in the lobby. They completely take over.

MOMENTS PASS. Two CHICAGO POLICE OFFICERS enter the hotel. 

POLICE OFFICER #1
All right, all right, what’s going 
on around here?

CALHOUN
(inebriated)

Hey! Well, I’ll tell you what’s 
going on here, my good man. This is 
the spirit of Green Bay, Wisconsin, 
in all its glory! Cheering on our 
mighty Packers! That’s what’s going 
on here! 

The revelers cheer.

POLICE OFFICER #1
You’re disturbing the peace!

CALHOUN
Really?

POLICE OFFICER #1
Yes!

Calhoun looks around.

CALHOUN
But everyone’s up! Look! Hey folks, 
are we disturbing any of your peace 
at the moment?

THE CROWD
NO!!!

The band kicks in! More singing and drinking.

CALHOUN
See? This is just pure, homespun, 
Wisconsin spirit! Come on! Join in!

They all start singing “On Wisconsin.”
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The Police Officers look at one another.

POLICE OFFICER #2
I’ll say one thing, Sam, you gotta 
admire their rousing team spirit.

Police Officer #1 jots on his ticket pad, rips it off and 
hands it to Calhoun.

POLICE OFFICER #1
Okay, Buddy, I tell you what. You 
lead the band and everyone else the 
hell out of here, and I’ll only 
cite you for having a parade 
without a license.

CALHOUN
Well, thank you officer, that’s 
mighty decent of you. Mighty 
decent. And I got something for 
you. Hold this a sec.

Calhoun hands his dog to the Officer. He turns back with two 
open bottles of beer, handing them over and taking his dog.

CALHOUN (CONT'D)
Drink hearty, my valiant men in 
blue. Great color, by the way. I'd 
consider adding a bit of gold.

Calhoun slaps them on the back.

CALHOUN (CONT'D)
(To the crowd)

Alrighty gang! Let’s go cheer on 
our Mighty Packers to victory!

They all cheer. The band plays louder as they all march out 
of the hotel. Calhoun leads the way. Ripping up the ticket 
and throwing it like confetti.

The two Officers shake their heads and drink their beer.

POLICE OFFICER #2
I have a feeling the trouble ain't 
over with those boys.

INT. CURLY’S HOTEL ROOM - MORNING

Curly, shirtless, lies in bed, staring at the ceiling. The 
Brunette Woman, wrapped in a sheet, is sleeping by his side.
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EXT. WRIGLEY FIELD, CHICAGO - THAT AFTERNOON

Curly is running drills with the other players as the fans 
fill the stadium. He hears the cheers and music from the 
Lumberjack Band at the far end of the field.

Calhoun approaches him from behind.

CALHOUN
(very hungover)

Hey...

CURLY
Hey, you made it!

Calhoun winces in pain.

CURLY (CONT'D)
(chuckling)

Jesus, when’d you get back to the 
hotel?

CALHOUN
I... haven’t made it there, yet.

Curly smiles and shakes his head.

CALHOUN (CONT'D)
How are things lookin’?

CURLY
As well as can be expected.

Curly looks across the field and sees George Halas. His face 
is even harder and rougher than it was in college.

CALHOUN
That’s Halas.

CURLY
Indeed it is.

The Referee’s whistle blows.

REFEREE
I need the captains!

Curly and Halas approach the Referee from either side of the 
field. They eyeball each other like prizefighters.

REFEREE (CONT'D)
You know the drill, fellas. Halas, 
you get the ball first. Curly, 
where do you want to kick from?
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Curly points, still staring at Halas.

REFEREE (CONT'D)
Okay, let’s have a clean game, 
boys. Shake hands and let’s go.

Curly and Halas do not attempt to shake hands. Halas smirks 
and spits a wad of tobacco juice on to the turf.

GEORGE HALAS
Good luck, Cornpone. Yer gonna need 
it.

Curly smiles at Halas and the two men retreat to their own 
sidelines. Curly gathers the team around him. 

CURLY
Okay boys, this is a big one. 
Everyone here thinks we’re just a 
bunch of small town, hick farmers 
with manure on our shoes.  

Cub chuckles.

CURLY (CONT'D)
(angrily)

It ain’t funny! They think we don’t 
belong here! Not on this field, and 
not in this league! We’re gonna 
prove to these big city high hats 
that we can go toe-to-toe with 
anyone! That we’re just as good as 
any of ‘em--better! And we’re gonna 
prove that today. On their field. 
You with me?! 

The men all cheer and clap, and they race from the huddle!

EXT. WRIGLEY FIELD - MOMENTS LATER

The ball is kicked and the battle begins. From the outset it 
is clear that this is no ordinary game. There's a brutality. 
These men do not like one another. 

George Halas catches a ball in the flat. Curly leaps onto his 
shoulders and violently throws him to the turf, twisting his 
head for good measure. Halas gets up quickly and snarls.

CURLY
You wanna mix it up? Let’s mix it 
up!

The Referee separates them.
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INT. TURNER HALL, GREEN BAY - THAT DAY

Over 400, men, women and children are crammed in the hall in 
rows of folding chairs. The adults drink coffee and smoke.

On a stage, JIMMY COFFEEN, a slim announcer with glasses and 
a thin mustache sits. Behind him is a board. A crude football 
field is drawn on the board, with a brown cardboard football 
sitting in front of the field, hanging from a wire. 

INTERCUT BETWEEN TURNER HALL AND WRIGLEY FIELD as the energy 
of both the game and the hometown crowd builds.

Chicago's QUARTERBACK pitches the ball to a HALFBACK, who 
bursts around the right end and streaks in for a touchdown. 

Calhoun paces the sideline.

CALHOUN
Come on, boys! Come on! Let’s get 
it back now! Let’s get it back!

TURNER HALL -- Jimmy Coffeen announces the game-- 

JIMMY COFFEEN
Well folks, it looks like Pete 
Stinchcomb just ran forty-five 
yards for a Chicago touchdown.

The crowd groans as Jimmy pushes the cardboard ball into the 
end zone on the board.

WRIGLEY -- Curly takes a snap and runs left end for fifteen 
yards before he is taken down by three Chicago defenders.

JIMMY COFFEEN (CONT'D)
And it’s a fifteen yard run for 
Curly Lambeau. Packers at midfield!

The crowd cheers and claps.

WRIGLEY -- Howard Buck flattens several defensemen as Wes 
Leaper zigs and zags downfield. He is tackled violently, but 
not before he gains another twenty yards.

TURNER HALL -- The crowd cheers as Jimmy Coffeen pushes the 
cardboard football downfield.

WRIGLEY -- Curly takes the snap and fades back to pass, but 
his throw is intercepted by a Chicago defender who runs it 
down to the Green bay ten yard line. 

TURNER HALL -- The crowd moans and groans.
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WrIGLEY -- The Chicago QB takes the snap and scrambles 
through three Green Bay defenders and into the end zone.

Calhoun throws down his hat in disgust.

CALHOUN
Goddamnit!

TURNER HALL -- The crowd throws rolled wadded up napkins at 
the stage. Jimmy ducks! 

WRIGLEY - Absolute mayhem on the field as players smack, hit 
and slam into each other with reckless abandon. 

TURNER HALL -- The crowd moans.

WRIGLEY -- Cub picks a Chicago ball carrier over his 
shoulders and SLAMS him violently into the turf on his head.

TURNER HALL -- The crowd cheers.

WRIGLEY -- Calhoun paces nervously on the sideline.

The scoreboard reads “Chicago 14, Green Bay 0”, with under a 
minute to go.

The Chicago offense is huddled up. Curly sees Halas talking 
to one of his players and pointing at Cub. The player nods.

The teams line up against one another.

The Lumberjack Band plays loudly.

George Halas lines up behind the center. The ball is snapped. 
Halas fades back and passes the ball. As he does, two Chicago 
players hit Cub from his blind side. Curly turns to see one 
of them throw a violent elbow to Buck’s face, breaking his 
nose.

The ball sails into the end zone and into the hands of a 
Chicago RECEIVER for a touchdown.

The gun goes off. Chicago 20, Green Bay 0.

TURNER HALL - Misery. The fans moan and throw up their hands 
in disgust. Many tip over chairs and throw papers into the 
air as they leave the hall.

Curly stands midfield staring at the score, pained. The game 
is over. He turns, fury filling him.
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EXT. WRIGLEY FIELD - MOMENTS LATER

Howard Buck gets up slowly from the ground. His face is a 
bleeding mess, his nose squashed against his cheek. Two 
teammates help him to the sideline. 

Curly is in a rage. He goes after Halas.

CURLY
You dirty son of a bitch! He wasn’t 
even in the goddamn play!

It takes three Referees and both teams to separate the men.

GEORGE HALAS
You lost, Cornpone, take it like a 
man!

Wrigley Field becomes chaos as the teams struggle with one 
another and fans run onto the field. It is a riot! 

Curly plants a punch right into the man's mouth--

INT. THE LAMBEAU HOME - NIGHT - DEAD OF WINTER

Curly sits at the dining room table. Snow is piled up in 
drifts outside the window. 

Marguerite answers the door and warmly greets Calhoun. He's 
wearing a long overcoat and carrying his dog.

MARGUERITE
Hey, George. 

CALHOUN
Margie. Where's our boy?

MARGUERITE
Sulking in the living room.

CURLY (O.S.)
I'm not sulking.

Marguerite smiles and Calhoun smirks.

MARGUERITE
You want a drink?

CALHOUN
I'm alright. I can't stay.

She smiles and nods him in. 
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LIVING ROOM -- Curly is seated at the fireplace. Calhoun 
drops a LETTER on Curly's lap.

CALHOUN (CONT'D)
Don’t shoot the messenger.

CURLY
What is it?

CALHOUN
The league just suspended our 
franchise.

CURLY
What?!

CALHOUN
They want to throw us out.

CURLY
For what?!

CALHOUN
Using college players before 
graduation.

CURLY
College--Everybody uses college 
players! Canton, Dayton, Akron, 
hell, the whole Cardinal team still 
plays for Illinois!

CALHOUN
It’s against the rules, Curly!

CURLY
Everybody does it! We give ‘em fake 
names. Nobody says anything! We all 
just kind of turn a blind eye, 
right? 

CALHOUN
It doesn’t matter. The papers got a 
hold of the story, the executive 
board saw it, and now... we’re out.

CURLY
What papers?

CALHOUN
Hm?

CURLY
You said papers. What papers?
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CALHOUN
(reluctantly)

The Tribune.

CURLY
Chicago Tribune? Halas! God damn, 
Halas ratted us out!

CALHOUN
Probably.

CURLY
Oh, he did! That bastard. And you 
know why? ‘Cause I got Hunk 
Anderson from Notre Dame out from 
under his nose. He wanted him.

CALHOUN
Whatever the reason. We’re out.

Curly sits, seething but mind whirring.

CURLY
Is there anything we can do? 

CALHOUN
The League meetings are in a couple 
of weeks. We can file an appeal, re-
apply for the franchise and pay a 
fine and a fee.

CURLY
How much?

CALHOUN
Fifteen hundred dollars.

CURLY
Fifteen--Cal, we owe five times 
that as it is. We don’t have the 
money.

CALHOUN
I know.

CURLY
Where are we gonna get it?

CALHOUN
I don’t know.

Curly sits, dejected. Calhoun sits as well. 
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CALHOUN (CONT'D)
We’ll figure out a way. We always 
do. Just take it easy and sleep on 
it, okay? And don’t do anything 
crazy.

CURLY
Like what? What am I gonna do?

Calhoun gives him a look that says, "I know you."

Curly scowls. Calhoun rises and whistles for Patsy.

CALHOUN
(heading for the door)

We'll figure something out, pal. 

Curly doesn't look at his friend. Calhoun sighs and heads out 
the door and into the cold night. 

Curly sits, mulling over the letter. In a rage, he gets up 
and throws it into the fireplace.

Marguerite enters and looks at him with worry.

MARGUERITE
What’s going on--?

CURLY
(enraged)

They think they can do this to me, 
huh?! To me?! They’re all out to 
get me!

Marguerite shifts nervously at her husband's fury.

MARGUERITE
Who is--

CURLY
All of ‘em! Halas, the League, the 
goddamn executive committee! 
They’re goddamn jealous of me, my 
talent, my team! They know I’m 
better! They know it and it scares 
‘em! 

He looks around the room.

CURLY (CONT'D)
It’s this, it’s all this!
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MARGUERITE
(confused)

All what?

CURLY
This! This town! You think they’d 
be after me if this was Chicago or 
Milwaukee or New York? No! But 
we’re some backwater, so they think 
I’ll just roll over and let ‘em 
walk all over me! Well I won’t!

Curly leans on the table, exhausted. Marguerite puts her hand 
on his shoulder.

MARGUERITE
Honey, you’re scaring me...

CURLY
Jesus, I don’t know what anyone 
wants from me anymore. I know I can 
do things, great things. I know it. 
It’s like I’m swimming in quick 
sand. Suffocating, everything 
pulling me down. Notre Dame, the 
packing plant, this...   

He waves his hand around the room. Marguerite takes her hand 
from his shoulder. After a moment.

MARGUERITE
(stoically)

I don’t want to pull you down, 
Curly.

Curly closes his eyes and hangs his head in aggravation. 

CURLY
That’s not what I meant.

Marguerite hesitates, but she takes his face in her hands. 

MARGUERITE
I always knew you’d do great 
things. And I was hoping this - our 
home, our marriage, our life. I was 
hoping this might help you do that. 
It’s all I’ve ever wanted, sweet 
heart. To lift you up. But if it 
isn’t. If it’s really pulling you 
down, then... just tell me. Please. 
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Curly looks at her. Then he looks away. She releases his face 
and he steps to the fireplace, out of reach. He walks to the 
door, puts on his heavy coat. He stops.

CURLY
I’ll be back.

MARGUERITE
All right.

He heads out the door and into the frigid night, leaving 
Marguerite standing there holding herself.

DISSOLVE TO:

EXT. GREEN BAY CITY STREET - DAY, 1965 

 Curly stands gazing at the buildings. He turns and walks up 
the sidewalk, taking in the downtown views; what has changed, 
what has remained the same.

He stops when he comes to the Beaumont Hotel, an imposing 
brick, five story building sitting on the cross streets of 
Washington and Main.

DISSOLVE TO:

INT. BEAUMONT HOTEL HALLWAY - DAY, 1923 - FLASHBACK

TITLE ON SCREEN: 1923

Curly and Cal are walking down the hotel hallway, heading for 
one of the attic meeting rooms. Curly is nervous and gives an 
exasperated sigh. 

CALHOUN
It’s just some concerned people in 
the business community who want to 
help the team out. We’ve been 
losing money every year, pal. We 
can’t keep operating on handouts. 

CURLY
Help how, Cal? What are they gonna 
ask for in return? What kind of 
control do they want of my team?

Cal looks at Curly sideways and clears his throat.

CURLY (CONT'D)
No--sorry. Our team. Our team. You 
know what I mean. 

(MORE)
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What are we gonna have to give up? 
Players we want? Money we pay ‘em? 
Probably won’t even let us run our 
own damn plays.

CALHOUN
We don’t know that. Let’s just hear 
‘em out and see what their plan is. 
We can always say no.

CURLY
Who are these guys again?

Calhoun speaks too quickly for Curly to keep up.

CALHOUN
Jerry Clifford. He's a big-wig 
Democratic lawyer. He'll have the 
thick eyebrows. Lee Joannes, he’s 
one of the biggest grocery 
wholesalers in the state. Horned 
rimmed glasses. Dr. Kelly, he’s 
President of the State Board of 
Health. Pince-nez specs and pointy 
nose. And the paper’s Business 
Manager, Turnbull, he set the whole 
thing up. Wire-rimmed glasses.

CURLY
Shit, Cal, they all got glasses. 
What the hell?

CALHOUN
Naw, Clifford has the eyebrows. Pay 
attention. 

The two men come to a stop outside of the meeting room door. 
Curly pauses.

CURLY
Is this what the gates of Hell look 
like?

CALHOUN
Courage, MacDuff, courage.

Calhoun knocks on the door. 

INT. BEAUMONT HOTEL MEETING ROOM - CONTINUOUS

The door swings open to reveal a chubby, cute-as-a-button 
SECRETARY wearing thick glasses and holding a tray of 
cookies. 

CURLY (CONT'D)
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SECRETARY
Come on in, gentlemen.

She steps aside to reveal TURNBULL, JOANNES, KELLY and 
CLIFFORD, all with suit coats off and sleeves rolled up. The 
meeting table is filled with plates of cold cuts, cheese, 
pickles, a variety of finger foods and hard rolls. Full and 
empty beer bottles are also scattered around the table. 

SECRETARY (CONT'D)
You’re just in time for lunch.

The four men raise their beers upon seeing Curly and Cal.

FOUR MEN
Hey!!!

INT. BEAUMONT HOTEL MEETING ROOM - LATER

Everyone is sipping beer, smoking and picking their teeth, 
post lunch. Curly seems much more calm and relaxed.

TURNBULL
So to cut to the quick, gentlemen, 
we all love the team. And we all 
want to see the Packers succeed, on 
the field and off. But the business 
model you have right now has you 
heading in the wrong direction. 

JOANNES
You can’t rely on gate receipts. 
Chicago gets, what, thirty, thirty-
five thousand a game?

CALHOUN
More when we play ‘em.

The men chuckle.

JOANNES
And what’s been our top attendance? 
Three thousand? Thirty-five 
hundred? We’re a smaller town with 
an even smaller venue.

CURLY
What can we do? We can’t afford a 
bigger stadium, and we can’t just 
grow the town. 

KELLY
It's simple. We sell shares.
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CURLY
Shares?

KELLY
Shares in the team. We incorporate 
and put out a stock option to folks 
at, say, five dollars a share. For 
five dollars they get a guaranteed 
box for five home games that 
season.

CLIFFORD
The people of the community would, 
essentially, have a stake in the 
team.

JOANNES
Or at least feel like they do.

Calhoun grins, excited. Curly is unsure.

CURLY
What about... control?

KELLY
Of the team?

Curly nods.

TURNBULL
That’s completely up to you. The 
team will have a five man executive 
committee, but they are hands-off 
in terms of day to day operations. 
They’re administrative only. Hell, 
they won’t even draw a salary. 
There’ll be no compensation 
whatsoever, except for tickets to 
home games, of course.

CLIFFORD
The beauty of this is, it keeps the 
team solvent, even during seasons 
with bad weather or anything else 
that affects attendance. 

JOANNES
And, in case of a shortfall, we can 
just issue another stock sale.

CURLY
A five man executive committee? Who 
is that, exactly?
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TURNBULL
Well, the four of us here, and you. 
We’ll be overseeing things, but in 
essence, the Packers will belong to 
the people of Green Bay.

Curly sits back, mulling it over. He and Cal exchange a look, 
Cal nodding encouragingly. A smile creeps over Curly's face. 

DISSOLVE TO:

EXT. GREEN BAY DOWNTOWN SIDEWALK DAY, 1965 

Curly walks further up the sidewalk. A man across the street 
calls out to him.

MAN
Hi-ya, Curly!

CURLY
(smiling and waving)

Hi! How’re ya’ doin’?

MAN
Comin’ back for a visit?

CURLY
Visit? I never left!

The Man chuckles and continues on his way. Curly turns and 
notices he is in front of the Turner Hall building. He looks 
at the double wooden front doors that lead into the hall.

MATCH DISSOLVE:

EXT. GREEN BAY CITY STREET - DAY, 1929 - FLASHBACK

TITLE ON SCREEN: 1929

It is the same set of doors, but newer and less worn. They 
open and we proceed into the hall. 

INT. TURNER HALL - CONTINUOUS

The hall is filled with smoke. Excited people chat, coffee 
and cigarettes in hand. A row of reporters and photographers 
are positioned in the front near a small raised stage.
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IN THE WINGS -- Curly is looking into a dirty mirror on the 
wall, trying to tie his necktie, as Calhoun paces nervously 
behind him. Curly’s aged a little; adding about ten pounds, 
with a slight trace of grey in his hair.

CALHOUN
I hope you know what you’re doing.

CURLY
(occupied)

Jeez, I can’t get my fingers 
working.

Cal straightens up Curly by the shoulders to face him.

CALHOUN
Here, gimme. 

Calhoun starts to tie Curly’s tie for him.

CALHOUN (CONT'D)
You want a double, single, or just 
skip to the noose?

CURLY
Would you take a breath, please?

CALHOUN
(realizing)

I’m sorry. I’m sorry.

CURLY
‘Cause you get nervous, and then I 
get nervous...

CALHOUN
No, you’re right. You’re right. 

CURLY
We have to make big moves, Cal. 
We’ve been muddling along for eight 
years now, I’m sick of having to 
sell life insurance and men’s suits 
during the Summers. 

CALHOUN
I know.

CURLY
Look at Halas. The bastard signs 
Red Grange, they do a week of 
exhibition games around the 
country, four hundred thousand 
people come out to see ‘em.
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CALHOUN
I know.

CURLY
In a week, Cal. A week!

CALHOUN
I know!

CURLY
There’s really only one way we can 
make money with this team.

CALHOUN
(finishes tying)

Have a rich uncle die?

CURLY
Win a championship.

CALHOUN
Right.

Cal helps Curly on with his suit coat.

CURLY
Win the league. Make a name for 
ourselves. Get some national 
attention. It’s the only way, Cal. 
And we need these guys to do it.

Cal brushes off Curly’s lapels. 

CURLY (CONT'D)
How do I look?

CAL
Like a fine, upstanding Christian 
man...

CURLY
Thank you.

They turn and face the stage, ready to proceed.

CALHOUN
...ready to be thrown to the lions.

CURLY
(smiling)

You’re an asshole.

OUT ON THE STAGE, Turnbull steps up to a microphone. To the 
side of the microphone sit THREE YOUNG MEN in suits and ties.
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TURNBULL
Ladies and gentlemen, if you’ll 
take your seats please? Let’s not 
waste any more time, shall we? I’d 
like to now introduce the captain 
and coach of our mighty Green Bay 
Packers, Curly Lambeau. 

Curly steps on stage to a huge round of applause.

CURLY
Thanks, everybody. Thank you. 

(pausing as they settle)
The reason we called you folks out 
here is so we could introduce our 
three new members of the Packer 
Organization. As you know I travel 
all over the country trying to find 
the best talent I can possibly put 
on the field. To get this Packer 
team to the top of the league.

The crowd applauds again.

CURLY (CONT'D)
And this time I think I outdid 
myself. So let’s get to know these 
young fellas, huh? On my right, way 
down at the end, coming over to us 
from the New York Giants is a giant 
himself, Cal Hubbard. 

CAL HUBBARD stands to applause. He looks carved out of 
granite, standing six feet two, two hundred and sixty pounds. 
His face is chiseled and handsome with wavy blonde hair. 

CUT TO:

EXT. NEW YORK GIANTS FOOTBALL GAME - WEEKS EARLIER

Cal Hubbard is breaking through an offensive line and sacking 
the opposing quarterback, slamming him into the turf. Curly 
watches from the stands.

INT. TURNER HALL - BACK TO PRESENT

Hubbard waves as the next young man rises.
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CURLY
Next to him, another big man out of 
New York by way of the recently 
folded Yankees team, “Iron” Mike 
Michalske. 

IRON MIKE MICHALSKE stands to another round of applause. 
Leaner and lighter than Hubbard by fifty pounds, Michalske 
has broad ropy shoulders. He, too, waves. 

CUT TO:

EXT. NEW YORK YANKEES FOOTBALL GAME - WEEKS EARLIER

Michalske, a pulling guard, is leading a halfback around the 
end. He flattens two defensive lineman as the ball carrier 
heads down the field. The crowd roars around Curly.

INT. TURNER HALL - BACK TO PRESENT

Michalske grins to the applause.

CURLY
Finally, a talented halfback from 
the Pottsville Maroons. A young 
fella we think has a bright future 
here in Green Bay, Wisconsin’s own 
Johnny “Blood” McNally.

More applause. JOHNNY “BLOOD” MCNALLY stands. Six feet and 
one hundred and eighty-five pounds, roguishly handsome with 
jet black hair, an impish smile and a twinkle in his eye.

CUT TO:

EXT. POTTSVILLE MAROONS FOOTBALL GAME - WEEKS EARLIER

McNally races down the field with the ball tucked under his 
arm. He grins as he outruns defenders, leaping over two men 
to get into the end zone.

INT. TURNER HALL - BACK TO PRESENT

Curly walks over to the three new players and continues to 
sell the hell outta them for the gathered crowd, and it's 
working. 
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CURLY
We think these three young men are 
gonna be the key to finally winning 
a championship this year. And more 
years to come. Questions?

The reporters all speak up at once. 

REPORTERS
Hey, Johnny, how’d you get the 
nickname “Blood”? Michalske, What 
do you think of Green Bay compared 
to the Big Apple? Hubbard, how 
about a smile for the front page?

A REPORTER in the front row speaks over them all--

REPORTER #2
Curly, I hear tell you’re not gonna 
be on the playing field this year, 
is that right?

CURLY
Yeah, that’s true. I feel I can do 
more good focusing on coaching full 
time, getting a better view of the 
game. And with all these young 
horses out on the field, I’m way 
safer over on the sideline.

The room chuckles. Another REPORTER stands.

REPORTER #3
George Halas says you pass the ball 
too much. Comment?

CURLY
Haven’t seen a rule against it. As 
long as he can’t stop it, we’ll 
keep throwing it.

Laughter. Another REPORTER.

REPORTER #4
So how do all of these brand new 
Green Bay Packers feel about their 
new contracts? Are they fair?

Hubbard, Michalske and McNally all stand, smiling, but saying 
nothing. Calhoun appears and throws an arm over Johnnie.

CALHOUN
Hey, what? You think we're payin' 
'em in beer and cheese?
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The crowd laughs. Calhoun keeps 'em going.

INT. GREEN BAY PACKER OFFICE - DAYS EARLIER

Curly and Calhoun sit behind a desk. Across from them sits 
Johnny Blood. There are papers and contracts on the desk.

CURLY
Look, Johnny. I got to be honest 
with you, the folks in Pottsville 
had nothing but good things to say 
about you.

CALHOUN
Except one thing.

JOHNNY BLOOD
Oh yeah? What's that?

CURLY
They said that off the field, after 
hours, you had a tendency to be, a 
little--

RAPID CUT MONTAGE of Johnny Blood drinking beer, partying in 
hotel rooms with women, drinking whiskey, smashing windows, 
drinking more beer, partying with more women, passing out on 
the floor.

BACK IN THE PACKER'S OFFICE

CURLY (CONT'D)
--rambunctious.

Johnny stares at them, without blinking.

JOHNNY BLOOD
I've been known to have a good 
time.

CALHOUN
They said you drink like a fish, 
kid.

Johnny Blood grins.

CURLY
So here’s the deal we got. If you 
cut off drinking on Wednesdays and 
stay sober through Sunday, I’ll pay 
you a hundred and ten dollars a 
game. You just gotta keep the 
drinking down to two days a week.
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JOHNNY BLOOD
(after thinking a moment)

I tell you what, you let me drink 
all week, and I’ll only take a 
hundred dollars a game.

Curly and Cal look at one another, grinning but perplexed.

CURLY
Well, ya got to admire his honesty.

CALHOUN
Very refreshing.

Curly chuckles and hands Johnny a contract.

CURLY
You know what? Drink when you want, 
we’ll still give you a hundred and 
ten.

INT. TURNER HALL - BACK TO PRESENT

Johnny smiles broadly.

JOHNNY BLOOD
Best contract of my career.

CALHOUN
We threw in a cow for good measure.

Laughter from the crowd.

HUBBARD
(playfully)

Hey, I didn't get a cow!

CALHOUN
Quiet you!

More laughter.

CURLY
Well, if that’s all the questions, 
let’s break this up and go win 
ourselves a championship.

The crowd cheers. As the players wave, Calhoun goes to Curly.

CALHOUN
Plan B's still the dead rich uncle?

Curly grins broadly and poses for a picture.
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CURLY
Hell no. Championship or nothing.

EXT. CITY STADIUM, GREEN BAY - AUTUMN DAY

TITLE ON SCREEN: Green Bay Packers vs. Dayton Triangles

The Referee’s whistle blows.

The Packers receive the opening kick off at the much larger 
City Stadium in Green Bay.

Curly, now coaching, paces the sidelines. He is well dressed, 
in a light brown suit, vest, striped tie, dark wool overcoat 
and a grey Homburg hat. He smokes a cigarette as he shouts.

CURLY
Come on, boys! Get it up the field!

Johnny Blood takes the kickoff and heads upfield. He dodges 
two Dayton defenders. He slows a bit as he nears Curly. He 
grins and winks at Curly as he goes by.

CURLY (CONT'D)
What the--? Come on! Get a move on!

Johnny speeds up and keeps running, leaping over the goal 
line and rolling into the end zone.

The crowd cheers. Cal claps from a seat at the fifty yard 
line.

QUICK CUTS MONTAGE: More action from the Green Bay/Dayton 
game; Iron Mike Michalske plowing over defenders, Cal Hubbard 
sacking the quarterback, Johnny Blood kicking a field goal.

Curly smiles with deep satisfaction. Behind him, the crowd 
goes nuts, Calhoun among them leading the Lumberjack Band!

TITLE ON SCREEN: Packers 9, Triangles 0.  

INT. HOTEL NORTHLAND, GREEN BAY - THAT EVENING

The team is having a rousing celebration in a suite at the 
Hotel Northland. There is plenty of beer, booze and women to 
go around. The festivities are led by Johnny Blood, who has a 
young woman under each arm and a drink in each hand. He hands 
one of the women a champagne bottle. She shakes it and it 
explodes, shooting champagne all over the ceiling.   

One of the players, BOOB DARLING, stumbles out of the 
bathroom with an empty ice bucket.
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BOOB DARLING
Hey, Johnny! We gotta call the 
party! We’re out of ice!

JOHNNY BLOOD
Nonsense, it’s only...

(checking his watch)
Two a.m. I’ll go get some more.

Johnny heads for the door, Boob stops him.

BOOB DARLING
You can’t go out there! Coach might 
see you. Fine the whole team.

JOHNNY BLOOD
(thinking)

You’re absolutely right.

Johnny turns and heads for a window. He opens it and climbs 
out. Everyone gasps.

EXT. HOTEL NORTHLAND - CONTINUOUS

Johnny leaps to the fire escape and climbs down.

Climbing to the ground, he sees a horse drawn ice wagon pass 
him. He runs after it.

JOHNNY BLOOD
Hey! HEY!!!

INT. HOTEL NORTHLAND LOBBY - MOMENTS LATER

Johnny saunters into the hotel lobby carrying a huge block of 
ice on his shoulder using metal ice tongs. Sitting in a 
chair, reading a paper, is Curly. 

JOHNNY BLOOD
Oh shit--

CURLY
Blood.

Johnny stops. Curly approaches him. Curly checks his watch, 
takes the block of ice in the tongs from Johnny.

CURLY (CONT'D)
Go tell everyone the party’s over.

JOHNNY BLOOD
Right.
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Johnny heads for the elevator. The doors open and he gets in.

CURLY
And Johnny!

Johnny pokes his head out from the elevator.

CURLY (CONT'D)
You’re fined. Twenty-five dollars.

Johnny gives Curly a small salute as the elevator doors 
close.

Curly smirks and shakes his head. The ROAR of a crowd rises, 
as we--

DISSOLVE TO:

MONTAGE: THE PACKERS ARE IN ACTION AGAINST MULTIPLE TEAMS. 

1. They score touchdowns against the Chicago Cardinals
2. Sack the Frankford quarterback
3. Return kickoffs against the Minneapolis Red Jackets. 

4. Fans cheer as Cal hastily takes notes on his notepad.

5. Curly pulls players in and out, making substitutions right 
and left.

6. The game action is intercut with Johnny Blood and the 
other hard partying players in the midst of wild revelry; 
drinking, dancing and cozying up with women. Johnny even 
leaps across an open hotel courtyard from the fifth floor, 
jumping from one railing, across twenty feet of open air, and 
landing, just grabbing the railing on the other side. The 
team cheers him on.  

7. Curly gets comfortable with various women at the parties.

TITLE ON SCREEN: Packers 9, Cardinals 2. Packers 14, Yellow 
Jackets 2. Packers 24, Red Jackets 0. Packers 7, Cardinals 6. 
Packers 16, Red Jackets 0. Packers 14, Bears 0.   

END MONTAGE.

INT. WRIGLEY FIELD LOCKER ROOM - DAY

TITLE ON SCREEN: DECEMBER 8TH 1929 

The players, in uniform, are sitting on benches in the locker 
room. Curly stands nearby, along with Cal, who holds his dog, 
a different Boston Terrier.
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CURLY
All right, listen up!

The players all look up to him, paying close attention. Curly 
holds up a newspaper.

CURLY (CONT'D)
See this? It’s from the New York 
Times, two weeks ago.

(he reads)
“Yesterday our mighty Giants were 
pummeled by a team of hayseeds and 
local-yokels from the northwoods of 
Wisconsin, called The Packers.” 

Curly throws the paper down and pauses.

CURLY (CONT'D)
Hayseeds and local-yokels. That’s 
all we are to them. Doesn’t matter 
that we’ve kicked the ass of every 
team in the league. Twice! To New 
York and Boston, and even to these 
meat heads in Chicago, we’re still 
just a bunch of hayseeds. Local-
yokels. And they’re gonna keep on 
thinking that until we do one 
thing, and that’s win the 
championship.

The men are silent. This is getting through to them.

CURLY (CONT'D)
Only then is the rest of the 
country gonna see what we already 
know. We are champions. But it’s 
not just us. It’s the fans out 
there in the stands who took the 
train down here. It’s thousands of 
people back home. People who’ve 
worked and slaved and given 
everything they had, from day one, 
to see this team succeed. That’s 
who we play this game for. The 
Green Bay Packers isn’t just a 
team. It’s a town. It’s a way of 
life. It’s all of us. And 
gentlemen, I can’t think of a 
better way to wrap up the season 
than kicking some Chicago ass in 
front of their home fans, George 
Halas and the whole rest of the 
country. 

(MORE)
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Let’s bring that trophy back home 
where it belongs. What do you say?   

The TEAM ROARS like wild animals!

They have a mission and they’re going to see it through. They 
march out of the locker room and toward the field.

Curly walks by Cal, who is wiping his nose with a 
handkerchief. Curly stops and looks at him, grinning.

CALHOUN
I... got a cold.

EXT. WRIGLEY FIELD.

Curly stands on the sidelines as his team runs onto the 
playing field. 

We hear the voice of Jimmy Coffeen, now a radio announcer.

JIMMY COFFEEN (V.O.)
Well, this is it, folks. This one's 
for all the marbles. It's come down 
to this one game. If the Green Bay 
Packers down the Chicago Bears, 
they will be the league champions.

INT. WRIGLEY FIELD PRESS BOX - CONTINUOUS

Jimmy Coffeen, round glasses and a pencil thin mustache, 
speaks into a microphone as he stares down to the field.

Calhoun enters and sits next to him, dog on lap, cigar in 
mouth, sitting in front of his typewriter.

JIMMY COFFEEN
And let me tell you, good 
listeners, there is definitely no 
love lost between these two teams, 
especially between their coaches, 
one Earl “Curly” Lambeau and one 
George H. Halas.

ON THE FIELD: George Halas glares at Curly from the opposite 
sideline. Curly smirks back at his old enemy.

The Referee’s whistle blows.

The teams line up for the kickoff.

CURLY (CONT'D)
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JIMMY COFFEEN (V.O.)
The teams are out onto the field 
and we’re ready for the kickoff.

INT. TURNER HALL, GREEN BAY - SAME

The home town fans are packed into Turner Hall. The large 
cardboard football field with moveable football still sits on 
an easel on stage, but instead of Jimmy Coffeen reading from 
the news wire, they all lean in and listen to him on the 
radio broadcast.

JIMMY COFFEEN (V.O.)
Green Bay will be kicking off from 
left to right.

INTERCUT BETWEEN THE FAME, THE PRESS BOX, and TUNER HALL.

EXT. WRIGLEY FIELD - CONTINUOUS

JIMMY COFFEEN (V.O.)
And stepping near his own goal line 
to field the kickoff is the star of 
the Chicago Bears, Red Grange.

RED GRANGE, all muscle and chiseled features, makes ready by 
his own goal line. The Packers kick off.

JIMMY COFFEEN (V.O.)
The kick is away!

Red Grange catches the ball and starts up field. 

JIMMY COFFEEN (V.O.)
Grange catches the ball on his own 
ten yard line and tries to get 
behind a wedge of blockers.

Grange is instantly hit by a trio of hard hitting Packers.

PRESS BOX

JIMMY COFFEEN
Ooooooh! That’s gotta hurt!

TURNER HALL

JIMMY COFFEEN (V.O.)
Grange is buried under a pile of 
ferocious Packer defenders! 

The Turner Hall crowd cheers.
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WRIGLEY FIELD

Curly pumps his fist.

CURLY
Yeah! That-a-way, boys!

The Bears offense and Packer defense line up on the field. 
The Bears QUARTERBACK takes the snap from center and fades 
back to pass.

JIMMY COFFEEN
Sternaman fakes a handoff to Grange 
and fades back to pass.

CURLY
Pass! Pass!

The ball travels twenty five yards and comes down into the 
arms of Packers defender. Intercepted. 

JIMMY COFFEEN (V.O.)
And it’s an interception by Packer 
defensive back Eddie Kotal.

TURNER HALL - The crowd cheers.

PRESS BOX - Calhoun leans forward to watch the game, pushing 
his typewriter aside.

JIMMY COFFEEN
A quick turn of events deep in Bear 
territory. Now let’s see what the 
Green Bay offense can muster.

WRIGLEY FIELD - The Green Bay offense lines up on the ball. 
The Bears defense digs in. The ball is snapped to the Packers 
quarterback RED DUNN. 

JIMMY COFFEEN (V.O.)
Dunn takes the snap from center.

Dunn pitches the ball to tailback CULLY LIDBERG.

JIMMY COFFEEN (V.O.)
It’s a lateral to tailback Cully 
Lidberg.

Lidberg avoids a lineman and heads downfield toward the end 
zone.

CURLY
Come on, Cully! Dig! Dig!
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JIMMY COFFEEN (V.O.)
Lidberg avoids one tackle and is on 
his way to the end zone!

PRESSBOX --

JIMMY COFFEEN
And I don’t think they’re going to 
catch him!

CALHOUN
Come on Cully! Move it, boy!

WRIGLEY FIELD -- Lidberg dives across the goal line and into 
the end zone.

JIMMY COFFEEN (V.O.)
And he dives over the goal line for 
a Packer touchdown!

The crowd cheers and the Lumberjack Band plays.

TURNER HALL -- The crowd leap from their seats and cheer.

WRIGLEY FIELD -- Curly cheers, clapping his hands.

MONTAGE: THE GAME CONTINUES

--The game clock: eight minutes into the second quarter.

--Curly calls for a substitution.

CURLY
Norberg! You’re in! Norberg!

Boob Darling stands next to Curly.

BOOB DARLING
He ain’t on the team no more, 
coach.

CURLY
(realizing)

Right..right. Kashalski! You’re in!

--George Halas is pointing and shouting at the Referee.

--The Turner crowd leans toward the radio in anticipation.

--Cal chomps nervously on his cigar as he feeds his Terrier a 
piece of hot dog.

--The Lumberjack Band plays “On Wisconsin.”
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--The scoreboard clock reads ten minutes left in the third 
quarter.

--The Packers are down near the Bears goal line. The crowd is 
in a frenzy. Red Dunn takes the snap from center and hands 
off to his tailback. He crashes through the line for a score. 
The Referee signals a touchdown.

--The Turner Hall crowd cheers.

--The Bears quarterback hands off to Red Grange, who is 
smacked to the ground for no gain by Cal Hubbard.

CURLY (CONT'D)
Atta boy, Hubbard! That a way to 
hit ‘em!

--George Halas swears and spits from his sideline.

--Red Dunn takes the snap from center and flings a pass 
downfield. It falls into the waiting arms of Eddie Kotal, who 
sprints down the middle of the field and into the end zone.

The crowd roars.

--Cal cheers from the press box.

CALHOUN
Yeah! That a baby, Eddie-boy!

--The Turner Hall crowd is in a frenzy.

--Red Grange takes a handoff and is plowed by Iron Mike 
Michalske. Grange fumbles the ball. It is jumped on by Packer 
defender Boob Darling. 

--George Halas takes off his hat and slams it on to the 
ground.

CURLY
(pointing downfield)

Packer ball! Packer ball! Come on, 
ref! Packer ball!

The Referee signals Packer ball. The crowd cheers.

The Packer offense lines up. A short pass to Blood, who jumps 
over a Bear defender, then jukes his way past another. 
Running like a man possessed, he stiff-arms and scrambles his 
way down to the Bear ten yard line before he is tackled.

--The Turner Hall crowd leaps and cheers.
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--The Packer offense lines up. A forward pass to a wide open 
Eddie Kotal, who tip-toes into the end zone, untouched.

--Cal picks his dog up and starts kissing it on the muzzle.

CALHOUN
Touchdown! Ha-ha! Touchdown!

--Curly signals touchdown from the sideline.

--George Halas looks dejected, knowing the game is near over.

The scoreboard reads thirty seconds left to go in the game.

END MONTAGE, as the Bears offense lines up mid-field. Red 
Grange takes a handoff and tries to run around the right end, 
but he is immediately tackled by Hubbard, Michalske and 
Blood.

The gun sounds.

The scoreboard reads: Green Bay 25, Chicago 0.

JIMMY COFFEEN (V.O.)
And that’s the final gun! The Green 
Bay Packers are 1929 League 
Champions!

ON THE FIELD -- Curly stands on the sidelines, stunned, 
looking around.

CURLY
Wait--is that it? Is that it?

The players leap around Curly, cheering and laughing.

TURNER HALL -- The Green Bay crowd is in a frenzy. People hug 
and kiss and laugh hysterically.

PRESS BOX -- Calhoun hugs his dog and cheers, tears running 
down his cheeks.

THE FIELD -- Packer players run to Curly, lift him on to 
their shoulders and start carrying him off the field. Curly 
laughs and pats their heads. From across the field he sees 
George Halas. Halas looks at Curly, grins and tips the brim 
of his hat to him. Curly does the same back to Halas. 

TURNER HALL -- People empty Turner Hall into the frigid 
streets of downtown Green Bay; hundreds of townsfolk 
cheering, laughing and making merry.
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JIMMY COFFEEN (V.O.)
The can-do Packers from the little 
town of Green Bay have their first 
title in league history! And I have 
a feeling the folks in the frozen 
north are gonna sleep a little 
warmer tonight.  

Slow motion as Curly is carried off the field towards the 
locker room.

FADE OUT:

FADE UP:

EXT. THE KNICKERBOCKER HOTEL, CHICAGO - THAT EVENING

The lights of the grand Knickerbocker Hotel in downtown 
Chicago light up the night. Bright, happy music can be heard,

INT. KNICKERBOCKER HOTEL SUITE - CONTINUOUS

The Packers’ victory party is in full swing. A small combo in 
the corner of the suite plays bouncy, raucous music. The 
entire team, coaches, and dozens of young, alluring women are 
jammed into the room. Many victory cigars are being smoked. 
They all sing, yell, laugh and cavort like wild children.

Calhoun sits quietly in a corner of the room with his dog on 
his lap. He smokes a cigar and holds a beer. He scans the 
room happily, contented. He sees Curly nuzzling an attractive 
young BLONDE WOMAN who has her arm over his shoulder. Calhoun 
pauses, sighs, gets up and heads for the door.

Curly sees him exiting and follows him.

INT. KNICKERBOCKER HOTEL HALLWAY - CONTINUOUS

CURLY
Hey, where you goin’ pal? Party’s 
just started.

CALHOUN
Yeah. I still got to get my story 
in for the morning edition, so...

CURLY
Oh. Okay.

Cal steps away and then pauses. He looks at his friend.
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CALHOUN
What are you doing, Curly?

CURLY
(confused)

What?

Calhoun looks over Curly’s shoulder and the Blonde Woman 
waiting in the doorway. He turns back.

CURLY (CONT'D)
Thats--that’s nothing, Cal. It’s 
just--

Calhoun holds up his hands, cutting Curly off.

CALHOUN
You know what? It’s none of my 
business. You enjoy yourself. I’ll 
see you on the train.

CURLY
Yeah. Yeah, see you tomorrow.

Calhoun heads for his room. He turns back to see Curly 
kissing the young woman. They laugh as he leads her back into 
the party. Calhoun unlocks his room and enters, sadly.

INT. PASSENGER TRAIN - THE NEXT EVENING

The sleek passenger train rolls down the rails that run 
through the snowy Wisconsin countryside.

INT. PASSENGER TRAIN - CONTINUOUS

The train is packed with players and staff. More than a few 
players are sleeping in their seats. One is LAVVIE DILWEG, 
who slumbers with his head tilted back. He snores loudly.

Three rows behind him, Johnny Blood takes a paper napkin, 
soaks it in a glass of water and tosses it at Dilweg. Dilweg 
wakes up with a start. He pulls the wet wad from his head

LAVVIE DILWEG
Hey! What’s the deal, McNally?!

JOHNNY BLOOD
What?

LAVVIE DILWEG
I know this was you.
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JOHNNY BLOOD
Yer’ dreamin’, Dilweg.

LAVVIE DILWEG
Yeah, I’ll dream on yer’ head!

Johnny chuckles as Dilweg turns and goes back to sleep. 
Johnny tosses another wet wad, hitting Dilweg in the same 
spot.

LAVVIE DILWEG (CONT'D)
(turning, angrily)

McNally!

JOHNNY BLOOD
What?

LAVVIE DILWEG
One more time, and I’m throwin’ you 
out the window!

Johnny chuckles and wipes his hands at Dilweg. Dilweg turns 
slowly back and tries to nap again.

Another wet wad hits him. Dilweg is up and charging.

LAVVIE DILWEG (CONT'D)
That’s it! You’re dead!

Johnny laughs, gets up and flees to the rear of the car with 
Dilweg in hot pursuit. 

The chase goes to the very rear car of the train. Dilweg 
thinks he has him now, but Johnny goes out to the rear car 
platform and climbs up on to the roof of the train. 

LAVVIE DILWEG (CONT'D)
Crazy bastard.

EXT. PASSENGER TRAIN - CONTINUOUS

Johnny buttons his jacket and turns up his collar against the 
freezing wind. He holds his arms out with glee.

JOHNNY BLOOD
Ah! Ha-Haaaaaa!

He runs toward the front of the train, jumping from car to 
car. Houses and neighborhoods start to appear as the train 
gets closer to Green Bay.
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Johnny looks ahead and is surprised to see bright red signal 
flares glowing in the dark, hundreds of them, lining the 
tracks. He looks farther ahead and his eyes go wide.

INT. PASSENGER TRAIN - CONTINUOUS

Johnny comes through the front door of the passenger car. He 
is frozen and wind swept.

JOHNNY BLOOD
Hey, fellas! You--you got to see 
this!

CURLY
What?

JOHNNY BLOOD
The window...Out the window!

Everyone heads to the nearest window, slides the top window 
pane down and sticks their heads out. They are shocked.

EXT. GREEN BAY TRAIN STATION - NIGHT

The train station is mobbed with THOUSANDS of townsfolk and 
loyal Packer fans. Banners fly everywhere. Children run along  
the track. A huge marching band plays loudly.

CURLY
Oh my lord...

The train slows and pulls into the station. The hoard of 
people crowd on the platform, spilling out twenty deep into 
the gravel parking lot.

The train stops in a cloud of steam. Curly and the players 
attempt to get off, and are met by the loud and boisterous 
mob. 

A uniformed POLICEMAN approaches Curly.

POLICEMAN
Hi-ya, Coach! You and the boys want 
to follow us, please?

More Police Officers step up and escort the team through the 
throng and on to a waiting bus. Curly and the team climb on. 
The bus drives toward town with the cheering crowd in tow.
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INT. CITY BUS - CONTINUOUS

The bus drives through downtown Green Bay. The streets are 
lined with fans, all of them cheering and waving banners. 
Many hang out of windows. Curly and the team are speechless.

EXT. GREEN BAY CITY HALL - CONTINUOUS

The bus stops at a lit up City Hall. 

Curly and the team climb off the bus. They head up the City 
Hall steps to an awaiting group that includes MAYOR ARTHUR C. 
NEVILLE, a stout man with a huge mustache. Near him stand 
other city dignitaries and Marguerite, her arm around their 
nine year old son, DONALD. They all stand under a huge banner 
that reads “WELCOME HOME PACKERS! 1929 WORLD CHAMPIONS!

Curly runs up the steps, shakes the Mayor’s hand and goes to 
Marguerite, kissing her cheek. He gives Donald a big hug, 
lifting him off the ground.

The other players and Calhoun go up the steps and stand 
behind the Mayor as the growing crowd cheers.

The Mayor steps up to a microphone--

MAYOR NEVILLE
All right, people, I know we’re all 
excited, but let’s quiet down.

The crowd eventually quiets.

MAYOR NEVILLE (CONT'D)
It is my great honor, as Mayor of 
Green Bay, to welcome home our 
victorious warriors, the Packers!

The crowd cheers.

MAYOR NEVILLE (CONT'D)
Not only did they make us proud and 
bring home the League championship, 
but they added some extra icing on 
that cake and did it by trouncing 
Chicago!

The crowd cheers again.
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MAYOR NEVILLE (CONT'D)
And none of this would have been 
possible without the hard work and 
dedication of the man who has been 
the guiding spirit of this team 
since the day of its inception; 
coach of our World Champion 
Packers, Earl “Curly” Lambeau!

The crowd erupts as Curly makes his way over to the Mayor. 
They shake hands.

MAYOR NEVILLE (CONT'D)
Curly, it is my great, great 
pleasure as Mayor, to award you 
this well deserved honor.

An ASSISTANT steps out and hands the Mayor a wooden box. The 
Mayor opens the hinged top. Inside is a large, gold gilded 
key. The Mayor holds it out to Curly.

MAYOR NEVILLE (CONT'D)
Coach Lambeau, I hereby present you 
with the official Key to the City 
of Green Bay!

The crowd applauds as the Mayor hands Curly the key.

JOHNNY BLOOD
(shouting)

Hey, does it open any bars?!

Everyone, including Curly, laughs. The Mayor steps back and 
lets Curly have the microphone.

Curly takes in the enormity of this moment. He's overwhelmed.

CURLY
Thank You, Mayor Neville. Uh... 
this welcome is something we didn’t 
expect. It’s a complete surprise. I 
can certainly speak for the boys 
when I say this is one of the 
greatest thrills of my life.

More applause.

CURLY (CONT'D)
(a little tearfully)

When a city responds as you all 
have done to our efforts, well, I’d 
say it certainly deserves a 
championship. 
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More applause.

CURLY (CONT'D)
It’s gonna take a lot of hard work, 
energy, and loyal support of all of 
the fans to give Green Bay another 
championship next year. But if all 
of you folks here are behind us, 
and believe in us, we know we can 
do it. This is the greatest town in 
the world, and you all deserve it.

The crowd erupts with applause and cheers.

Marguerite claps, tears running down her cheeks.

MATCH DISSOLVE:

EXT. GREEN BAY DOWNTOWN SIDEWALK - DAY, 1965 

The crowds dissolve away till there is nothing but Curly 
standing alone in front of City Hall. He looks wistfully at 
the building for a moment, then turns and strolls away.

NEWSREEL FOOTAGE:

Grainy, black and white newsreel footage of the Packer 
football players in the midst of a game. A title graphic on 
screen reads: “The Mighty Packers are on the March!”

Tinny marching music plays and a NEWSREEL ANNOUNCER is heard.

NEWSREEL ANNOUNCER (V.O.)
The Mighty Packers are on the 
March! After winning the league 
championship in 1929 and 1930, the 
Monsters of the Northland set out 
to do what no other team has done 
before; win three championships in 
a row!

A posed newsreel shot of Curly pointing to his players giving 
orders from the sideline.

NEWSREEL ANNOUNCER
Under the guidance of football 
genius and coach, Curly Lambeau, 
the Beasts from the Little Town On 
The Bay ran roughshod throughout 
the league, stomping out nearly 
every team in it’s path on their 
way to a twelve win season. 
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Posed shots of Cal Hubbard, Red Dunn, Johnny Blood. 

NEWSREEL ANNOUNCER (CONT'D)
With a full lineup of hard hitting 
talent, the Packers proved 
themselves, once again, to be the 
best the league has to offer. 
Congratulations to Coach Lambeau 
and his three time champions. This 
is Charlie Corker saying “Hey-hey! 
That’s the news!” 

The sound of cheers and applause. The film fades and lights 
come up to reveal--

INT. FOX THEATRE, GREEN BAY - EVENING, 1932

--we are in The Fox Theatre in downtown Green Bay. The seats 
are filled to capacity as the patrons continue to applaud.

Calhoun is among them, with his Terrier on his lap. He looks 
around at all of the patrons applauding and smiles.

EXT. SHIP AT SEA - DAY

TITLE ON SCREEN:: 1932

At sea on The SS Mariposa, a long, white luxury liner with 
huge, twin smoke stacks, multiple viewing decks and 
shuffleboard courts. 

Curly and most of the team wander the decks in the warm sun. 
They are all wearing lighter, linen and cotton suits, as they 
are sailing in the South Sea towards Hawaii.

LAVVIE DILWEG
Why are we going all the way to 
Hawaii again?

CURLY
I told you, it’s for exhibition 
games. The league wants us to 
generate fan interest on the West 
Coast.

LAVVIE DILWEG
(pointing)

Yeah, but ain’t the West Coast back 
there?

RED DUNN
Idiot.
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JOHNNY BLOOD
As long as I ain’t shovelin’ snow, 
I’m happy.

The group stops at the ship’s railing and looks out over the 
open sea.

BOOB DARLING
We’re a long way from home, ain’t 
we.

CURLY
Yep, we certainly are.

SOUNDS OF A FIGHT. The men turn as they hear a fight break 
out down the way on one of the view decks.

LAVVIE DILWEG
What the heck?

The group makes their way down the deck to see two players, 
JOE ZELLER and AL ROSE, in the midst of a violent tussle. 
Zeller pushes Rose over a deck chair, climbs on top of him 
and starts beating him about the head and face.  

Curly jumps in and separates the two men. The others from the 
group join in and hold the two players back from one another.

CURLY
You two ingrates mind tellin’ me 
what the hell’s goin’ on?!

JOE ZELLER
I saw her first!

AL ROSE
The hell you did, Zeller! She was 
lookin’ at me!

JOE ZELLER
She wants to look at a piece of 
shit, she should go to the latrine!

Rose tries to attack. The other players hold the men back.

CURLY
Hold it! Hold it! You tellin’ me, 
you’re beatin’ each other’s brains 
out over some dame?!

The two men start to calm down.

AL ROSE
She ain’t just some dame, Coach.
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JOE ZELLER
I’ll say she ain’t.

CURLY
Really? So who is this goddess sent 
from heaven you two knuckleheads 
are ready to kill each other for?

SUSAN JOHNSON (O.C.)
I’m afraid that would be me.

From out of the shadows steps SUSAN JOHNSON. She is Hollywood 
ravishing, with large dark eyes, ruby red lips and wavy 
auburn hair. Curly is gobsmacked.

A few gasps and whistles.

JOHNNY BLOOD
(whispering to Red Dunn)

Holy cow, that’s Susan Johnson.

RED DUNN
Who?

JOHNNY BLOOD
Miss California.

RED DUNN
Huh.

There is a pause as Curly collects himself.

SUSAN JOHNSON
I apologize if I’m the cause of any 
of this.

CURLY
All right, let’s break it up, 
fellas. This ain’t a sideshow. Get 
up to the dining room and grab some 
lunch while you can. 

The group starts to break up and walk away.

CURLY (CONT'D)
(to Zeller and Rose)

And you two. Save the bone breaking 
for the field, okay? We got a game 
in two days.  

AL ROSE
Right, coach.

JOE ZELLER
Sorry, coach.

The two walk away, leaving Curly alone with Susan.
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SUSAN JOHNSON
Well, there are still knights in 
shining armor. 

CURLY
Just trying to keep these lunkheads 
in line. It’s like herding 
chickens, I tell ya’.

She walks to him, seductively, and holds out her arm.

SUSAN JOHNSON
Walk me to my stateroom?

CURLY
S-sure.

The two stroll along the deck.

SUSAN JOHNSON
You’re Curly Lambeau, aren’t you? 
I’ve seen you in the papers. The 
football genius of Green Bay.

CURLY
(humbly)

Ah, they’ll say anything to sell a 
paper.

SUSAN JOHNSON
On your way to play football on the 
Islands, they say.

CURLY
Yep. 

SUSAN JOHNSON
Are you going to win?

CURLY
I think so. I mean, as long as they 
don’t replace pigskins with 
pineapples.

SUSAN JOHNSON
(chuckling)

Well, I have to say, the papers 
don’t do you justice. You’re much 
more handsome in person. 

He doesn’t know what to say. She stops by a stateroom door.
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SUSAN JOHNSON (CONT'D)
This is me. So, is there anything I 
can do to repay such a noble act of 
gallantry?

CURLY
Have dinner with me?

Susan smiles, coyly, and stares deeply into his eyes.

SUSAN JOHNSON
Seven o’clock?

CURLY
See you then.

She touches his cheek and goes into her stateroom. Curly 
blushes.

EXT. SHIP AT SEA - THAT EVENING

Night is falling as the ship sails over calm waves.

Boob Darling and Cal Hubbard are tip-toeing around the deck.

BOOB DARLING
(whispering loudly)

McNally! Hey, McNally!

HUBBARD
(also whispering loudly)

Johnny! Johnny, where are you!

Iron Mike Michalske and Lavvie Dilweg come out of their room.

IRON MIKE MICHALSKE
(sleepily)

What’s goin’ on?

BOOB DARLING
We can’t find Johnny.

LAVVIE DILWEG
What?

HUBBARD
He got a snootful of that French 
champagne at dinner, on top of the 
home made hootch he packed in his 
bag. He’s lit up as a New Year’s 
firework. 
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BOOB DARLING
Ran out of the room sayin’ he was 
goin’ swimming with the dolphins.

LAVVIE DILWEG
Oh boy.

BOOB DARLING
And he’s just dumb enough to do it.

All four men work their way along the deck, searching.

IRON MIKE MICHALSKE
Johnny!

BOOB DARLING
Hey, Johnny!

LAVVIE DILWEG
Where are you, McNally!

HUBBARD
Wait, shhhh!

The men listen. They hear the far away voice of Johnny Blood, 
drunkenly singing.

JOHNNY BLOOD (O.S.)
Lydia, oh, Lydia! Say have you met 
Lydia! Lydia the tattooed lady!

BOOB DARLING
That’s him!

They run toward the front of the ship.

Hanging from a flagpole jutting out at an angle from the prow 
of the ship is Johnny, both legs and one arm wrapped around 
the pole. In his free hand he holds a bottle of champagne.

JOHNNY BLOOD
She has eyes that folks adore so. 
And a torso, even more so!

BOOB DARLING
Johnny!

JOHNNY BLOOD
Hi-ya fellas! Beautiful night, 
ain’t it?

The four men reach over the railing trying to get to Johnny, 
but he’s too far away.
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HUBBARD
Come on, Johnny. You got to get off 
of there.

LAVVIE DILWEG
Let’s go, Johnny.

JOHNNY BLOOD
But it’s such a lovely view! Look 
at all the stars!

BOOB DARLING
Come on, Johnny. We got a bunch of 
those cheerleaders from Manitowoc 
back in the room.

IRON MIKE MICHALSKE
And a case of beer.

Johnny stops singing and stares at his friends. He grins.

JOHNNY BLOOD
Well, if you put it that way.

Johnny slips. He hangs by one foot from the ropes of the 
flagpole. He looks down at the black water.

IRON MIKE MICHALSKE
Johnny!

JOHNNY BLOOD
Haha! Look at all the water!

HUBBARD
Grab him fellas!

Boob climbs over the railing.

Hubbard and Michalske grab the tails of Boob’s jacket as he 
leans out for Johnny. He finally gets a hold of Johnny’s 
foot. He pulls, but Johnny drops off the pole. Boob is 
holding Johnny by the pant leg as Johnny dangles in the wind. 

JOHNNY BLOOD
Ha-Ha! Wheeeee!

BOOB DARLING
Shit! Pull us up!

The men pull Boob over the railing. Johnny follows as Boob 
grips his pant cuff. All the men fall into a pile on the 
deck. Johnny looks at his champagne bottle.
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JOHNNY BLOOD
Ha! Didn’t spill a drop!

The four teammates help Johnny up.

IRON MIKE MICHALSKE
Let’s get him back to the room 
before Curly finds out.

They all drag him toward their stateroom.

JOHNNY BLOOD
Lydia, oh, Lydia, say have you met 
Lydia...

HUBBARD
Will you shut him the hell up?!

They all make their way past Susan Johnson’s stateroom.

BOOB DARLING
Jesus, fellas, that was too close!

They disappear into the darkness. 

Curly and Susan Johnson step out of the shadows near her 
stateroom.

SUSAN JOHNSON
(smiling)

That was too close.

Curly chuckles. He looks at her, then holds her. They kiss, 
passionately. She opens her stateroom door and they enter.

The SS Mariposa sails into the night as a full moon and a 
galaxy of stars shine overhead.

INT. THE LAMBEAU HOME - DAY

Marguerite stands in the dining room. It is night. She looks 
down at a letter in her hand.

MARGUERITE
(stunned)

I don’t understand... Divorce?

She looks up. Curly stands opposite her, looking sad and 
repentant.

CURLY
I’m sorry, Margie.
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MARGUERITE
But I thought... all the work and, 
and... conquering the world...

CURLY
We’re not kids anymore, Margie.

MARGUERITE
(anger flares)

I know that!

Curly hangs his head. If not for the rain against the 
windows, there is silence.

Marguerite looks at him, her eyes challenging him.

MARGUERITE (CONT'D)
Is she pretty?

CURLY
Margie, come on--

MARGUERITE
It’s a simple question! Is she 
pretty?

Curly's jaw clenched. Marguerite doesn't blink.

CURLY
Yes. Very pretty.

Marguerite throws a newspaper on to the table. There is a 
photo from his Hawaiian trip; Curly, some players, and many 
beautiful women at a luau, all getting very comfortable. 

MARGUERITE
Don’t think I didn’t know. I always 
did. All these years. Every 
cheerleader and cocktail waitress 
who winked at you sideways. And 
through all that humiliation, I 
forgave you, like some simple idiot 
girl. But now, you go out that 
door, I won’t take you back. You 
won’t live here anymore. Ever.

Curly lowers his gaze. He can't look at her.

CURLY
I’ll pack a few things, come back 
for the rest later.

Marguerite's lips tremble, but she will not cry. She stares 
at him, and he leaves the room. 
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She braces herself against the fireplace, puts her head in 
her hand and sobs.

UPSTAIRS - CONTINUOUS

Curly stops to see his son Don (12) standing in his bedroom 
door. Donald has tears on his cheeks. Curly pauses, then 
reaches out and closes the bedroom door, shutting Don out.

FADE OUT:

FADE UP ON AN MGM NEWSREEL

A clean looking Hollywood newsreel from 1937. It shows the 
Green Bay Packers practicing on a Los Angeles football field 
lined with palm trees. Mountains are seen in the distance.

TITLE ON SCREEN: Pete Smith Specialties presents Pigskin 
Champions, 1937!

An Announcer’s voice is heard.

ANNOUNCER
Football is a game of courage and 
skill, and a team that personifies 
both qualities is none other than 
the Green Bay Packers. After 
winning their fourth championship, 
they’ve come out to sunny 
California to put on a pigskin 
skills exhibition.

Quarterback ARNIE HERBER stands on the field holding a 
football. He is a stocky fellow with thick black hair. Arnie 
stands at the fifty yard marker. A window sized pane of glass 
hangs about ten feet off the ground at the zero marker. 

ANNOUNCER (CONT'D)
One of the reasons for the Packer’s 
success is quarterback Arnie 
Herber. They say he has the arm of 
a howitzer and the dead-eye aim of 
Buffalo Bill. So we put Arnie to 
the test. 

Arnie rears back and throws the football. It strikes the 
window pane dead center, shattering it into a hundred pieces.

ANNOUNCER (CONT'D)
Holy Mackerel! How does he do it?

Arnie stands casually on the practice field.
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ARNIE HERBER
(to camera)

Well I threw hundreds of balls 
through windows as a kid. So this 
one was easy as pie.

DON HUTSON runs down the field in slow motion. He is tall and 
lean, with a gaunt face and a curly head of blonde hair.

ANNOUNCER
But Herber’s got to throw to 
somebody. And that somebody ain’t 
just anybody. He’s all-pro flanker 
Don Hutson. This Alabama boy runs 
like a deer and has Elmer’s Glue 
for fingers.

A ball sails toward Hutson. He reaches out and catches it 
without breaking stride.

ANNOUNCER (CONT'D)
Hutson catches more passes than 
Lana Turner...and scores more, too.

Don Hutson stands on the practice field.

DON HUTSON
(to camera)

Comin’ from Alabama, Green Bay can 
seem a might cold. But catchin’ all 
of those touchdowns sure heats 
things up.

On the practice field is Curly, wearing a white sweatshirt 
and shorts. A little more grey flecks his hair. A couple more 
pounds on his waistline. He has a whistle around his neck. He 
gives instructions to other players on the field.

ANNOUNCER
The mastermind behind this  
innovative passing barrage is none 
other than Coach Curly Lambeau. The 
only man to coach a team to three 
straight championships, and winning 
a fourth this past season.

Curly is in a suit and tie, sitting poolside at an umbrella 
covered table. Next to him sits his new wife, Susan Johnson. 
Reporters and photographers snapping pictures surround them.

ANNOUNCER (CONT'D)
Lambeau, a native Green Bay boy, 
has relocated, and now makes his 
home in sunny southern California.
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A line of swim-suited bathing beauties stand by the edge of 
the swimming pool. They all smile coyly at the camera.

ANNOUNCER (CONT'D)
And who can blame him? 

Curly sits at the table, poolside.

CURLY
I’ll always love Green Bay, don’t 
get me wrong. But, Susie’s from Los 
Angeles and her movie career is 
here. And let’s face it, Green Bay 
doesn’t have the palm trees or the 
warm weather. Would you rather 
shovel six feet of snow or walk 
down a sunny sidewalk looking at 
movie stars? I think the choice is 
pretty easy. 

We hear someone shouting “boo.” Then another. And another. A 
paper cup hits Curly in the face as he speaks. It’s clear we 
are again--

INT. FOX THEATRE, GREEN BAY - DAY

--back in the Fox Theatre in Green Bay. Calhoun sits in his 
center seat with his dog as people around him boo and throw 
things at the screen. 

PERSON #1
Stay in California! See if we care!

PERSON #2
Take a hike, Lambeau!

Calhoun hunkers down, miserable.

MAGAZINE MONTAGE:

Various magazines are thrown down on to a table.

Curly on the cover of The Saturday Evening Post with the 
headline: “The Man Who Makes the Packers Tick.”

Curly on the cover of LOOK magazine with the headline: 
“Packers Follow Where Lambeau Leads”

A Life magazine with Curly and Don Hutson on the cover. The 
headline reads: “Green Bay and Their Winning Ways”
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A Green Bay Press Gazette newspaper with the headline: 
“Packers to Play Championship Game in Milwaukee”

INT. PACKER OFFICES - DAY

SLAP! The newspaper hits a table--

TITLE ON SCREEN: 1939

Curly is sitting at his desk drinking a beer, tie loose. 
Calhoun is standing in a fury in front of them.

CALHOUN
Care to explain this?!

CURLY
It's a newspaper. Costs a nickel. 

CALHOUN
Is this true? You're gonna play the 
championship in Milwaukee?

CURLY
It is.

CALHOUN
Are you serious? The first time we 
get a championship game at home and 
you put it in Milwaukee?!

CURLY
Cal--

CALHOUN
--Oh, people are gonna be angry, 
pal. Very, very angry. Way angrier 
than me right now, I'll tell ya'!

CURLY
We had to--

CALHOUN
--After all the years, folks in 
this town backing this team, and 
you reward them with this? Why 
don’t you just burn down City Field 
and shoot their kids while you’re 
at it?

CURLY
It was a business decision.
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CALHOUN
Business. Since when do you know 
about business? I'm the business, 
Curly! You're the game! That's the 
deal!

CURLY
Do you know how much profit we made 
after the championship in twenty-
nine? A thousand dollars, Cal! We 
play New York; Chicago, we draw 
fifty thousand. And we get ten 
percent of the gate. Ten!

Curly paces, collecting himself.

CURLY (CONT'D)
City Park holds eleven thousand 
people. State Fair Park in 
Milwaukee holds forty thousand. 
Forty-two if we maximize the 
seating. If we’re gonna get the 
lion’s share of the gate this time, 
we got to make it count. 

CALHOUN
(re: the newspaper)

And why do I have to find out like 
this? Why didn’t anyone tell me?

CURLY
It was a decision by the executive 
board. You didn’t need to know. 

Calhoun is wounded. He stops pacing and looks at his friend.

CALHOUN
I see...I see. And the people, 
here, in town? What are they--

CURLY
--They’ll understand.

CALHOUN
(sadly)

Sure they will. Sure they will.

Calhoun heads for the door, then turns back.

CALHOUN (CONT'D)
But I’ll tell you this, when these 
“understanding folks” break down 
this door to come tar and feather 
you? Don’t come to me for any help.
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Calhoun exits. Curly sits there, alone. He goes to the window 
and looks out at the city.

EXT. GREEN BAY SIDEWALK - A WEEK LATER

The downtown in Winter is alive with celebration. Cars toot 
their horns as they go down the avenue. People hang out of 
windows and run around on the sidewalk and in the street, 
cheering and laughing.

In the crowd walks Calhoun, with his dog in tow. He sees a 
newspaper displayed on a news stand. The headline reads: 
“Packers Crush Giants 27-0 to Win Fifth Championship!”

Calhoun smiles a little and chomps his cigar. He leads his 
dog to the main doors of the Northland Hotel and goes inside.

INT. NORTHLAND HOTEL BALLROOM - MOMENTS LATER

The huge ballroom is lined with dozens of tables, covered in 
white tablecloths, laid end to end. Fine china and silverware 
are set on the tables along with festive centerpieces.

A long raised platform sits on one wall. Rows of tables for 
guests of honor. A banner reads: “1939 World Champions!” 

On a ladder, hanging a Packer banner, is Ned, the worker from 
the meat packing plant from back in 1919. He is older and 
grayer, but still as awkward and gangly. 

Calhoun enters and nods with approval.

CALHOUN
Hello, Ned.

NED
Oh, hi, Mr. Calhoun. Ain’t this 
something?

CALHOUN
Yep, it sure is. 

NED
Gonna be over two thousand people 
in here tonight. Steaks, champagne, 
the whole works. 

CALHOUN
Huh. And here I thought folks would 
get ticked off, playing in 
Milwaukee and all.
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NED
Yep, well, I guess people will 
forgive anything, as long as you 
win.

CALHOUN
(chuckling, sadly)

Yeah...ain’t that the truth.

Calhoun takes his dog and heads out of the ballroom.

NED
Ain’t you gonna stick around?

CALHOUN
(calling back)

See you later, Ned.

FADE OUT:

NEWSREEL, 1944

A black and white screen showing soldiers, battleships and 
baseball players. 

TITLE ON SCREEN: 1944-The Year in Film

ANNOUNCER
Nineteen forty-four! The year in 
film!

Shots of Hollywood movie stars at a gala event; Humphrey 
Bogart, Shirley Temple, Mickey Rooney, etc.

ANNOUNCER (CONT'D)
March second - In Hollywood the 
Academy Awards are held. Amid the 
glitz and glamour, Paul Lukas and 
Jennifer Jones are the big winners, 
along with the motion picture 
“Casablanca.”

Shots of American ships along the shores of France.

ANNOUNCER (CONT'D)
June sixth - D-Day! Over fifty 
thousand U.S., British and Canadian 
troops storm the beaches at 
Normandy. Over a thousand brave men 
sacrifice themselves to cut off 
valuable German supply lines. 
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Shots of a Green Bay ticker tape parade. Curly sits in a 
convertible that leads a parade down main street. More grey 
in his hair and wearing eyeglasses. People line the streets.

ANNOUNCER (CONT'D)
December seventeenth - The Green 
Bay Packers crush the New York 
Giants fourteen to seven, to win 
their sixth world championship. 
Coach Curly Lambeau and the team 
return home to a heroes welcome.

Curly waves to the crowd from the convertible. 

DISSOLVE TO:

EXT. MAIN STREET GREEN BAY, 1965 

Where the parade once stood, Curly now stands alone, in the 
center of the empty street. He sighs and puts his hands in 
his pockets. He strolls down to a corner and looks up at one 
of the buildings. The Green Bay Press Gazette offices. 

INT. GREEN BAY PRESS GAZETTE - MORNING, 1946 - FLASHBACK

TITLE ON SCREEN: 1946

A teletype machine chugs in the offices of the Press Gazette.

An OFFICE WORKER rips the paper from the teletype and walks 
into Calhoun’s office. Calhoun is typing on his old 
typewriter, dog at his feet, Limburger sandwich and beer on 
the desk. 

OFFICE WORKER
Hey, Cal, you see this?

Calhoun reads the printout, stunned.

EXT. ROCKWOOD LODGE PRACTICE FACILITY - AFTERNOON

Calhoun’s car pulls into the parking lot of the Rockwood 
Lodge Practice Facility. It is a beautiful, rolling resort 
near the shores of The Bay, huddled among the trees. The team 
runs drills on the practice field next to the lodge.

Calhoun gets out of his car and enters the main building.
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INT. CURLY LAMBEAU’S OFFICE, ROCKWOOD LODGE - CONTINUOUS

Curly sits at his desk, dictating to a SECRETARY.

CURLY
So just tell him we’re going to 
need at least four truck loads of 
dirt to cover those rocks on the 
practice field.

The door swings open. Calhoun stands in the doorway, holding 
his dog. He says nothing, just stares at Curly.

CURLY (CONT'D)
(to Secretary)

Let’s finish this up later, okay? 

SECRETARY
Yes, sir.

She exits and shuts the door behind Calhoun, who still 
stands, staring at Curly. Then--

CALHOUN
You’re firing me?

CURLY
Cal, it’s not...it’s not like that.

CALHOUN
Then what’s it like, huh? What’s it 
like, pal? Tell me.

CURLY
We felt we needed to expand the 
role of Publicity Director--

CALHOUN
By replacing me.

CURLY
George Strickler is talented, he’s 
worked for the league office--

CALHOUN
--And the Chicago Tribune, Curly!

CURLY
Cal--

CALHOUN
--Chicago! You’re firing me for a 
Chicago writer!
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CURLY
Nobody’s firing you.

CALHOUN
Really?

CURLY
I just...we just needed to--

CALHOUN
What the hell’s going on with you? 
Huh? You live out in Hollywood most 
of the year. You go through wives 
like candy--what starlet are you on 
now, your third? You buy this 
monster of a practice facility 
twenty miles from the city. The 
hotels, bars, diners, they’re all 
losing business downtown. Not to 
mention nobody ever sees you or the 
players anymore. It’s like you 
turned your back on the whole city. 
Do you really hate us that much?

CURLY
Of course not.

CALHOUN
Then what?

CURLY
Cal, we’ve put together a very fair 
severance for you, and--

CALHOUN
--Jesus Christ. Is everything that 
comes out of your mouth a lie?

Curly sits back, in silence. Calhoun takes an envelope from 
his pocket. 

CALHOUN (CONT'D)
You know where you can stick your 
severance. Here.

He throws the envelope on Curly’s desk.

CALHOUN (CONT'D)
I already gave a copy to the board.

Curly opens it and reads.
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CALHOUN (CONT'D)
It’s my resignation. I put my heart 
and soul into this team. It’s all 
I’ve ever done. It’s all I’ve ever 
wanted to do. And I wouldn’t take a 
dime from you if my last breath 
depended on it.

CURLY
If that’s the way you want it.

CALHOUN
It’s the way I want it.

Curly pauses, stands and holds out his hand to Calhoun.

CURLY
I just hope, after all this, we can 
still be friends.

Calhoun scowls, but his face softens, he sighs and takes his 
hand.

CALHOUN
(just as warmly)

And I just hope I live longer than 
you, so I can piss on your grave.

The men smile at one another, a lifetime of memories between 
them, but this is goodbye.

Calhoun drops Curly’s hand and exits. Curly sits, tired and 
defeated.

TELEVISION BROADCAST, 1949

TITLE ON SCREEN: 1949

Black and white Kinescope shots of players in action. 

TITLE ON SCREEN: News of the NFL 

ANNOUNCER
Today’s News of the NFL looks at 
the Green Bay Packers. This once 
proud and winning franchise has 
fallen on hard times as of late.

Shots of players dropping balls, getting sacked and fumbling.
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ANNOUNCER (CONT'D)
The last two seasons found the 
Packers near the bottom of the 
Western Division, getting only 
three wins this past year.

Shots of Curly Lambeau on screen.

ANNOUNCER (CONT'D)
Some experts and fans think the 
reason for their slide is the 
coaching schemes of Curly Lambeau. 
While most other teams have adopted 
the successful Wing-T system, 
Lambeau still uses the old Notre 
Dame box formations that he put in 
place nearly 30 years ago.

EXT. GREEN BAY - DAY

Multiple images of Curly on multiple screens; a stack of 
televisions displayed in a store front window. Margie and her 
son Donald, now twenty, stand on the sidewalk, looking at the 
televisions through the glass.

ANNOUNCER
We’ll see how much longer Lambeau 
has at the helm, as contract 
negotiations for the beleaguered 
coach begin this week. Now, let’s 
go to Chicago to have a look at 
George Halas and the Monsters of 
the Midway...

Margie and Donald walk away, sadly. Down the street, we can 
see--

EXT. BROWN COUNTY COURTHOUSE - DAY

The Brown County Courthouse sits on a shady lot off the main 
street in Green Bay. 

INT. BROWN COUNTY COURTHOUSE HALLWAY - CONTINUOUS

A mass of Reporters sit in the hallway outside the main 
meeting hall. Some smoking, some eating sandwiches. They look 
like they’ve been there a long while.

Through the meeting room door wafts the sound of muffled 
YELLING AND SHOUTING. 
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REPORTER #1
How long has it been?

REPORTER #2
Goin’ on five hours.

REPORTER #3
You know, I’m no expert, but that 
doesn’t exactly sound like 
negotiating to me.

REPORTER #4
Curly sure sounds ticked off.

REPORTER#5
My wife don’t yell that much when I 
come home late on bowling night.

INT. BROWN COUNTY COURTHOUSE MEETING ROOM - CONTINUOUS

The large meeting room. Long meeting tables are arranged in a 
circle. At them sit members of the Packers Board along with 
Executive Committee; Turnbull, Joannes, Clifford and Kelly. 
Thirty men who initially arrived in suits now sit with ties 
loosened and jackets draped over the backs of chairs. Smoke 
fills the air. Full ashtrays sit next to empty coffee cups.

Curly stands at a table at one end of the room. He looks 
tired and beleaguered.

Calhoun sits at the other end of the room taking notes.

CURLY
Am I hearing you right? After 
thirty years and five 
championships, all I get is two 
more years? That’s it?

JOANNES
You have to understand our 
position, Curly.

CURLY
I’m trying!

TURNBULL
Attendance is down, way down. We’ve 
been sitting at the bottom of the 
division the last three seasons. 
People aren’t showing up. They’re 
not buying shares. We’re losing 
money, lot’s of it. 
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CURLY
I’m making changes! I’m putting in 
the Wing-T. We can win again, but 
I’m gonna need more than two years 
to right the ship!

CLIFFORD
That’s not the only problem, Curly.

CURLY
Yeah? What else? You don't like the 
cheerleaders? 

CLIFFORD
It’s you.

CURLY
Me? I don’t--

KELLY
--There’s been a lot of grumbling 
lately. The people aren’t happy 
with you, Curly. Living out in L.A.

TURNBULL
Movie star wives.

JOANNES
Moving the team out to Rockwood. 

KELLY
Folks are calling you “Hollywood 
Lambeau.”

TURNBULL
They think you’re out of touch. 
That you’ve gotten a big head. 
They’re not buying the honest, hard 
working football star from East 
High routine anymore. And frankly, 
neither are we.

JOANNES
No one here is disputing all the 
success you brought to the town 
over the years, Curly. We’re all 
extremely grateful.

CLIFFORD
But times change.

KELLY
We have to move on.
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TURNBULL
That’s our offer. 

Curly paces, thinking this over.

Calhoun watches him closely from across the room.

After a moment, Curly turns to them, decisively.

CURLY
Okay, how about a counter offer?

TURNBULL
Which is?

CURLY
I buy the team.

Lots of mumbling and disturbed grumbling from the room.

Calhoun leans forward, shocked.

Curly stands in the middle of the room, surrounded by the 
tables.

CURLY (CONT'D)
Look, I know all of you here. 
You’re successful businessmen, 
lawyers, politicians. Moneyed 
people. And I just need four of 
you, four, to give fifty thousand 
dollars each. For two hundred 
thousand dollars, I’ll buy the team 
and put it in private ownership.

Calhoun can’t believe his ears.

CURLY (CONT'D)
I know the value of this team, 
gentlemen. It’s a fair deal.

TURNBULL
So what if you do buy the team? 
You’ll still lose money. You’re not 
going to get any more people 
through the gate. 

Curly stares at them, tension mounting. And then--

CURLY
I move the team to Los Angeles.

Gasps and angry murmuring from the room. Some of the men are 
interested, though, and jot figures on note pads.
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CURLY (CONT'D)
Almost two million people live in 
L.A., not fifty thousand. They’ve 
got an Olympic stadium that seats a 
hundred thousand people. And 
believe me, they love football just 
as much as little Green Bay. 

The room is erupting in loud, disparaging language.

CURLY (CONT'D)
That’s my offer. Take it or leave 
it.

Curly takes his jacket off the back of his chair and storms 
out of the room.

INT. BROWN COUNTY COURTHOUSE HALLWAY - CONTINUOUS

Curly is mobbed by the Reporters as he comes out of the room. 
Flash bulbs pop as Curly fights his way through the crowd.

INT. ROCKWOOD PRACTICE FACILITY - THAT EVENING

The sun is setting and the room is dark, with dusty shafts of 
light streaming through the blinds. Curly sits at his desk, 
still in his suit. He takes off his glasses and rubs his 
eyes. The office door slowly swings open. It is Calhoun. 

CURLY
I’m not dead yet, pal, so save your 
piss.

Calhoun sits at a chair near the desk.

CALHOUN
Were you serious?

Curly takes a bottle of whiskey and two glasses from a drawer 
and pours two drinks. He slides one across the desk to Cal.

They share a drink in silence. Surly stares out the window.

CALHOUN (CONT'D)
Were you? Serious? About moving the 
team to California?
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CURLY
Come on, Cal. After all the years 
of work I put in, hundreds of 
hours, thousands of miles, you 
think I’m gonna let them take my 
team away from me?

CALHOUN
(wryly)

Your team, right. Your team.
(another drink)

You know, I could make the 
argument, if I wanted to, that it’s 
our team. I was there too, 
remember? At the beginning? But, I 
guess I took my hands off the wheel 
a long time ago, so... You’ve been 
a great coach, Curly. Best judge of 
talent I’ve ever seen. And an even 
better leader. But you didn’t do 
all of this alone. This town, when 
things got tough, when we ran out 
of money, needed a new grandstand, 
franchise fees, this town was 
always there. Fundraisers, bake 
sales, they’d pass the hat whenever 
we needed it and never asked any 
questions. Always there, every damn 
time. This may be a small town, 
Curly, but it’s still bigger than 
you and me. It’s their team, not 
ours. And they love it more than we 
ever will. Because what I told you 
thirty years ago is still true, 
pal. They don’t have anything else. 
I can’t make you change your mind, 
but if you do this, if you move 
this team to California, you will 
cut the heart out of this town. 
You’ll take away the only good 
thing they ever had. 

Calhoun finishes his drink and stands.

CALHOUN (CONT'D)
Just think about it.

Calhoun heads for the door.

CURLY
(sadly)

How’d it ever come down to this?
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CALHOUN
Success does funny things, I guess.

Calhoun exits, shuts the door and leaves Curly in the dark.

FADE OUT:

NEWSPAPER HEADLINE: “Curly Lambeau Resigns! Takes Head 
Coaching Job With Chicago Cardinals!”

TELEVISION BROADCAST

A black and white broadcast showing various football players 
running, catching and tackling. We now, finally, see various 
African American players in uniform, playing in the games.

TITLE ON SCREEN: NFL Week In Review.

ANNOUNCER
This week in the NFL we go to the 
nation’s Capitol, where the hapless 
Redskins are enduring another 
season below five hundred. 

Shots of Curly on the sideline talking with his players.

ANNOUNCER (CONT'D)
Many put the blame on Coach Lambeau 
who, after two miserable seasons in 
the Western Division cellar with 
the Cardinals, was brought to 
Washington to help make them a 
winner. But after two more down 
seasons, it looks like Lambeau’s 
time might be running out.

Cick, the broadcast turns off.

EXT. WASHINGTON D.C. - DAY, 1954

The monuments and office buildings of Washington D.C. shine 
in the morning sun. 

TITLE ON SCREEN: Washington D.C., 1954

INT. MASSIVE HOTEL LOBBY, WASHINGTON D.C. - AFTERNOON

GEORGE PRESTON MARSHALL, successful businessman and owner of 
the Washington Redskins, is strolling through the lobby of 
the hotel. He is a gruff, dour man in his sixties. He wears a 
pinstripe suit. Two other BUSINESSMEN walk alongside him. 
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GEORGE PRESTON MARSHALL
Let’s get the new franchises on to 
the docket in March. If the FDA 
approves, I think we’ll be in 
business. 

Curly crosses the lobby in a suit with an overcoat draped 
over his arm. He sees Marshall and jogs over to him.

CURLY
Mr. Marshall!

(going to him)
Mr. Marshall, hello!

GEORGE PRESTON MARSHALL
(to the other two)

Excuse me, won’t you, gentlemen?

The two nod and stroll away. Curly reaches Marshall, nearly 
out of breath. Curly's age is truly showing now.

GEORGE PRESTON MARSHALL (CONT'D)
Lambeau? What are you doing here? 
I’ve got business meetings all day, 
I can’t--

CURLY
--I just came from the main office. 
Is it true? You traded Don Paul?

GEORGE PRESTON MARSHALL
Lambeau--

CURLY
--Did you? Did you trade Don Paul?

GEORGE PRESTON MARSHALL
I did, but--

CURLY
Why would you do that? Paul was the 
best defensive player we had.

GEORGE PRESTON MARSHALL
I know that, but--

CURLY
I broke my butt trying to get him 
from Cleveland and you trade him 
away after a year?

GEORGE PRESTON MARSHALL
His contract was weighing us down. 
He had to go.
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CURLY
You brought me in here to try and 
build a winner! But I can’t do that 
if you keep trading away our best 
players! I’m supposed to be 
consulted on any moves in--

Marshall grabs Curly’s jacket lapel.

GEORGE PRESTON MARSHALL
Now look, you arrogant shit! I 
brought you in here against the 
advice of a lot of good people! 
Because I thought maybe, just 
maybe, some of those winning ways 
of yours would rub off on the rest 
of the team! My mistake. So let’s 
get one thing clear, “Golden Boy,” 
this isn’t some little lumberjack 
town full of rubes and shit-kickers 
who’ll fall down at your feet every 
time they get a whiff of your P.T. 
Barnum medicine show bullshit! This 
is the big city! My city! And I am 
in charge of this team. So if you 
think you--  

Curly pulls away, cutting this rant off.

The men glare at each other. That youthful fury shows in 
Curly's old face, but he doesn't throw a punch. He turns away 
toward the revolving door exit.

GEORGE PRESTON MARSHALL (CONT'D)
Lambeau, where the hell do you 
think you’re going?!

CURLY
(without turning around)

Heading back home to the shit-
kickers! I quit!

He exits through the revolving door, leaving Marshall fuming.

TIGHT ON CURLY'S DETERMINED FACE as he marches into the 
sunlight, the familiar glint in his eye.

GREEN BAY -- ANIMATED TIME LAPSE:

An open field filled with bulldozers and backhoes. I-beams 
are raised, concrete poured and metal welded, the workers are 
like a flurry of bees as they construct what is eventually 
Green Bay’s massive New City Stadium.
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TITLE: NEW CITY STADIUM - 1957 

TELEVISION BROADCAST - EVENING, SEPTEMBER 1957

The parking lot of City Stadium is packed with cars and fans. 
A line of parade floats, some shaped like spaceships, others 
like Old West covered wagons, move in line behind Jimmy 
Coffeen, now an on-camera TV host. He has gray hair, but 
still sports the round glasses and thin mustache. He wears a 
shiny, fifties suit with a thin tie and gold collar stay. 

JIMMY COFFEEN
Well this is the big night for 
football fans in Green Bay and all 
across America. It’s the grand 
opening of the New City Stadium, 
the first-ever stadium built 
specifically for a professional 
football team. And the kind folks 
of Green Bay are welcoming guest 
celebrities from all over the 
country who came for a peek at this 
magnificent arena. People like Vice 
President Nixon.

A shot of a very young RICHARD NIXON, surrounded by secret 
service, waving to people in the parking lot.

JIMMY COFFEEN (CONT'D)
Miss America for 1957, Marion 
McKnight.

Shot of MARION MCKNIGHT, dressed in a fur wrap and wearing a 
tiara on her head. She laughs and waves at the crowd.

Back to Jimmy, who stands next to actor JAMES ARNESS, who is 
dressed in his cowboy outfit from the TV show “Gunsmoke.”

JIMMY COFFEEN (CONT'D)
And one of the most popular figures 
from television, the man standing 
next to me, Marshall Matt Dillon 
himself, James Arness. James, what 
do you think of the festivities so 
far this evening?

JAMES ARNESS
It’s pretty overwhelming, Jimmy, 
but I’ve been a Packer fan since I 
was a boy. So it’s really no 
surprise to me that the people of 
Green Bay could turn out such a 
wonderful event like this.
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As James Arness speaks, we see Curly passing nearby, in a 
suit and tie. Jimmy notices. 

JIMMY COFFEEN
And look who we have here, James. 
It’s former Packer great, player 
and coach, Curly Lambeau. Curly, 
care to have a word with us?

Curly steps next to him, shyly. He shakes James Arness’ hand.

 JIMMY COFFEEN (CONT'D)
So Curly, the Packers host their 
first game at this new stadium 
tomorrow against the champion 
Bears. Are you here on some 
advisory capacity to the team?

CURLY
Oh no, I’m just here as a fan. Just 
like everybody else.

JIMMY COFFEEN
And what do you think of the 
Packers chances against the heavily 
favored Bears?

CURLY
We’re gonna win big, of course.

JIMMY COFFEE
(chuckling)

Well thanks for taking the time, 
Curly, we appreciate it.

CURLY
You bet.

EXT. NEW CITY STADIUM PARKING LOT - EVENING

Curly walks through the crowd, saying “hi” to folks who wave 
to him. WE FOLLOW HIM as he takes in the energy and 
festivities.

INT. NEW CITY STADIUM - EVENING

Curly makes his way through a long entrance tunnel and out 
onto the field. The stands are packed to the brim, thirty-
five thousand strong. A marching band with baton twirling 
cheerleaders in high white boots are on the playing field. He 
watches them for a moment. Then--
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GEORGE HALAS
Curly.

Curly turns to see George Halas standing next to him. Like 
Curly, he has aged quite a bit. He wears a dark suit and tie 
with a wool overcoat. His balding head tucked under a felt 
fedora. His face is gaunt, and thick, horn-rimmed glasses are 
perched on his nose.

CURLY
George.

They both look around, taking in the massive stadium.

CURLY (CONT'D)
It’s really something, isn’t it?

GEORGE HALAS
Looks like your little town is 
startin’ to grow the hell up.

CURLY
We’re a lot bigger than you think, 
George.

They both turn to see the packed stadium clapping and 
cheering.

GEORGE HALAS
Well, I know you needed it, that’s 
for damn sure. You don’t build 
this, the Packers are out of the 
league.

CURLY
Oh, I’m sure you’d have shed a tear 
about that.

GEORGE HALAS
I would have. We don’t have the 
Packers, who is Chicago gonna hate?

CURLY
(grinning)

You’d have found someone. You're 
very unlikable.

GEORGE HALAS
Wouldn’t have been the same.

CURLY
Well, I guess everyone needs an 
enemy.
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Halas turns and points at Curly.

GEORGE HALAS
Now you're getting it.

Halas strolls away, grinning at Curly. Curly smiles back and 
shakes his head. He turns to the field to watch the marching 
band, but something catches his eye.

His full attention is focused on one person, lead majorette 
and Packers Golden Girl MARY JANE VAN DUYSE. Early twenties, 
she is a twirling ball of energy and enthusiasm. She wears a 
tight, shimmering sequin outfit and a tall majorette’s hat.  

A stream of fireworks explode above the stadium; reds, 
greens, golds and blues. The crowd cheers. Mary Jane looks up 
and smiles, clapping excitedly as the fireworks fill the sky. 

But Curly can see nothing but her face; childlike and open, 
laughing and smiling. 

DISSOLVE TO:

INT. NAUTICAL INN SUPPER CLUB, GREEN BAY - EVENING

Mary Jane is still laughing and smiling, but we are no longer 
in the stadium, but at the Nautical Inn Supper Club.

Curly and Mary Jane sit at a corner table, a small candle 
illuminating them as they chat.

MARY JANE
No, silly, that’s my official 
title!

CURLY
(laughing)

Golden Girl? Seriously?

MARY JANE
Don’t laugh, it’s an honor to be 
lead majorette for the team!

CURLY
No, I’m sure it is. So what else do 
you do?

Curly sips his Whiskey-Sour.

MARY JANE
Well, I have a drum majorette and 
baton twirling school over in 
Sturgeon Bay.
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Curly nearly spits out his Whiskey-Sour. 

CURLY
(laughing)

Ha! 

She swats him in the arm, playfully.

MARY JANE
(giggling)

Stop laughing! It’s a very serious 
business! I have a lot of students!

They both laugh hard, leaning in toward one another.

A WAITER approaches the table with a bottle of champagne in 
an ice bucket and two glasses.

WAITER
Mr. Lambeau? This is compliments 
from the folks at the far table.

The Waiter points. Curly looks over.

He sees a large table with FIVE COUPLES seated. They all look 
at him with big smiles, their glasses held up to toast him.

Curly waves.

CURLY
Thank you!

A BALD MAN from the table gets up and walks over to him 
holding a napkin and a pen. 

BALD MAN
Curly, I hope it’s no trouble, but 
could I have an autograph for me 
and my wife?

CURLY
(smiling)

Sure. Who’s this for?

BALD MAN
Ed, Ed Janewski. Oh, and Dolores.

Curly writes the signature and looks up to see the rest of 
the people from the table surrounding him. They all smile 
like school children.

MAN #1
Great to see you, Coach.
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WOMAN #1
We’re huge fans.

MAN #2
You gonna help coach tomorrow, 
Curly? We sure could use you.

CURLY
Nah, I’m just gonna watch and have 
a beer like everybody else.

WOMAN #2
We really need you back on the 
sideline, Curly. 

Curly smiles and takes the champagne bottle.

CURLY
Well, pull up a chair folks and 
we’ll crack this open!

They all laugh. Mary Jane smiles and claps.

CURLY (CONT'D)
(calling to Waiter)

Kenny! Some more glasses over here!

INT. NAUTICAL INN SUPPER CLUB, GREEN BAY - LATE EVENING

The party has gone on for a while. The patrons sit in the 
quiet glow of the evening. One of them plays “Spanish Eyes” 
on a spinet piano in the corner near the bar. 

Curly sits on a bar stool with a group surrounding him. Mary 
Jane sits beside him, looking admiringly at the old dog.

CURLY
Oh, don’t get me started on Halas. 
Back in twenty-two, when we were 
both playing, I got the ball, 
headin’ down the sideline. Wide 
open. Touchdown for sure. He comes 
out from the bench, sticks out his 
foot and trips me. No calls from 
the ref. Nothing. After the game I 
said, “George, I’d kick your damn 
teeth in, but I don’t want to 
improve your looks!”

The group laughs as Curly drinks.

MAN #5
Ha! That’s tellin’ him, Coach!
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WOMAN #4
Ha-ha! We sure do miss you Curly!

MAN #6
I’ll say. This town ain’t been the 
same without you.

The Man stands on a chair and calls to the restaurant.

MAN #6 (CONT'D)
Hey, everybody! Hey! Hey, quiet 
down! Shhhh!

The room quiets. The Man holds up his glass.

MAN #6 (CONT'D)
A toast, everyone. To Curly 
Lambeau, the greatest coach the 
Packers ever had. 

The rest of the room toasts, happily.

THE ROOM OF PEOPLE
To Curly!

They all drink as Curly smiles, broadly. Mary Jane kisses his 
cheek. 

INT. PACKER OFFICES - DAY

TITLE ON SCREEN: 1958

Curly  emerges with the same grin from an office in a new 
suit, more grey in his hair. Behind him we see members of the 
Executive Board, all sitting at a long table.

JOANNES
(calling after him)

Thanks for stopping in, Curly.

CURLY
Sure.

The door shuts, and Curly's polite smile drops. He sighs.

GLADYS, the secretary, comes up to Curly to show him out. She 
helps him with his overcoat. He puts his smile back on.

GLADYS
Really great to see you again, 
Curly.
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CURLY
Thanks, Gladys. You, too. And Merry 
Christmas.

EXT. PACKER OFFICES, DOWNTOWN GREEN BAY - DAY

Curly steps out of the front door of the office building. It 
is decorated in Christmas garland and ornaments. A small 
speaker above the door plays a tinny version of “Rockin’ 
Around The Christmas Tree” by Brenda Lee. 

Standing on the snowy sidewalk by a news stand is Calhoun. He 
smokes a cigar and holds the leash of his latest Boston 
Terrier.

CALHOUN
They turned you down, huh?

CURLY
(surprised)

What are you--

CALHOUN
I heard an old dog was trying to 
coach the Packers. Thought I'd come 
see if it was true.

Cal's dog pants happily. Curly nods and shrugs.

CURLY
Don’t know what I was thinking. 
Crazy idea, coaching again. 

CALHOUN
Oh, I don’t know. Not that crazy.

They stand in uncomfortable silence for a moment. Then--

CURLY
I made a lot of wrong turns these 
last years, haven’t I, Cal?

CALHOUN
Yeah. But the team is still here.

Curly turns to look at Calhoun. Calhoun gives Curly a look as 
if to say “because of you.” He then turns and points at 
people coming out of the store across the street, their arms 
filled with Christmas presents.
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CALHOUN (CONT'D)
Besides, making wrong turns? Just 
means you’re like the rest of us, 
pal. And I for one am happy to see 
you're not as perfect as you used 
to be, though I'd thank you to be a 
little less handsome. It's 
offensive at your age.

The two men grin at one another. Curly looks down at the dog. 
He leans over to pet it.

CURLY
Is that little Patsy?

CALHOUN
(sarcastically)

Yeah. She just turned forty-seven.

Curly laughs, embarrassed.

CALHOUN (CONT'D)
So, you headed back to California?

CURLY
Nah, not for a while. Think I’m 
gonna hang around a bit. I bought 
that place up in Fish Creek, so--

CALHOUN
--Oh yeah, right. Right.

CURLY
And I really love it here around 
the holidays.

CALHOUN
Well, it is home, after all.

Curly looks up and down the street. He smiles, contentedly.

CURLY
Yeah. Yeah, it is.

CALHOUN
Buy you lunch?

CURLY
Anything but Limburger sandwiches.

They both grin. They part ways and walk away in opposite 
directions.
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INT. CURLY’S HOME, FISH CREEK, 1963 - NIGHT

Curly sits on a couch with Mary Jane, who is curled up at his 
side. A fire burns in the fireplace. He drinks a beer. 

A NEWSMAN sitting behind a studio desk appears on the 
television screen.

NEWSMAN
In Green Bay news tonight, the 
Packers have lost one of their own. 
Retired newspaper man and co-
founder of the team, George W. 
Calhoun, passed away today at the 
age of seventy-three.

Curly leans forward, in shock.

CURLY
Oh no.

NEWSMAN
Calhoun formed the Packers with ex-
player and coach Curly Lambeau as a 
sandlot team back in nineteen-
nineteen. He remained as an officer 
of the team for decades, holding 
the title of Publicity Director 
until nineteen forty-nine. 
Calhoun's ashes, as directed in his 
will, are to be strewn over the 
turf of old City Stadium, which now 
is used as an athletic field by 
Green Bay East High School.

MARY JANE
(seeing Curly’s distress)

Oh sweetie. I’m so sorry

Calhoun’s newspaper photo fills the television screen.

DISSOLVE TO:

EXT. BRADLEY’S SALOON, 1965 - DAY

Curly Stands on the sidewalk looking at the sign for 
Bradley’s Saloon, the place where he and Calhoun first met. 
His red Cadillac is parked on the street. 

The sound of Calhoun’s voice from that first meeting echoes 
in Curly’s head.
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CALHOUN’S VOICE
They work at the paper mill, the 
cheese factory, the meat packing 
plant, and that’s it. But, we got 
football. And everybody goes mad 
for it here.

Curly takes one last look at the bar, climbs back into his 
car, and drives off.

EXT. WISCONSIN HIGHWAY 57, 1965 - DAY

Curly cruises down the highway, out of town. He turns on the 
radio. It’s a sports talk broadcast. We hear a COMMENTATOR.

COMMENTATOR
Well I think we can thank one 
Vincent Lombardi for all the 
success we’re seeing the Packers 
have the last couple of years. All-
in-all he’s the best coach this 
team has seen since, well, the 
championship days of the thirties 
and forties.

Curly smiles wistfully as the Cadillac heads down the 
highway.

EXT. MARY JANE’S PARENTS HOUSE, STURGEON BAY, 1965 - DAY

Curly pulls up to May Jane’s parents house; a small, white 
clapboard two story with three window dormers above.  

Mary Jane’s Father, FRITZ, a fit, lean man in his sixties, is 
mowing the front lawn with a manual push mower. He stops when 
he sees Curly get out of the car.

FRITZ
Hi-ya, Curly!

CURLY
Hey, Fritz.

Mary Jane sticks her head out of one of the bedroom windows.

MARY JANE
Dad! Tell Curly I’ll be down in a 
minute!

Fritz looks at Curly and smiles.
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FRITZ
Well, you heard her.

CURLY
The whole neighborhood did.

Fritz chuckles. Curly grabs the lawn mower’s handle.

CURLY (CONT'D)
Here, let me give you a break.

FRITZ
You sure? You’re all dressed up and 
everything.

CURLY
Come on, give me a turn.

Curly pushes the mower around the yard. He is sweating 
profusely. 

A middle aged couple, TOM and PATTY ELMHURST, walk down the 
sidewalk and see Curly.

TOM ELMHURST
Hello, Curly! Fritz puttin’ you to 
work?

CURLY
Hey Tom, Patty.

PATTY ELMHURST
So what’s new out in Los Angeles, 
Curly?

CURLY
Oh, they got a new dance craze 
happening out there. It’s all the 
rage. It’s called The Twist. It 
goes like this.

Curly begins humming and doing The Twist. Tom and Patty 
laugh.

Curly stops, gasping for breath. A worried, pained look fills 
his face. He grabs his chest and kneels.

TOM ELMHURST
Curly?

PATTY ELMHURST
Are you okay?
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Fritz runs to Curly. Curly collapses into Fritz’s arms, then 
falls on his back in the grass.

FRITZ
Mary Jane! Call an ambulance!

As Fritz, Tom and Patty try to tend to Curly, we rise up, 
above the yard, through the tree branches, floating away. 

INT. CITY STADIUM - SEPTEMBER, 1965 - EVENING

City Stadium is filled to capacity for a pre-season game.

On the field, standing by a microphone, is Marguerite, now 
sixty-five, wearing a black dress with a pillbox hat. Next to 
her is Donald (45). He wears a dark suit. Don Hutson, now 
fifty-two, stands behind them. He is still lean and tall, 
with grey streaks in his wavy blonde hair. He wears a black 
suit and tie, and horn-rimmed glasses.

Behind them, in the distance, we see the Packer team on the 
sideline, dressed in green and gold, the “G” emblem on their 
helmets. We can barely make out Bart Starr, Paul Hornung, Ray 
Nitschke and Vince Lombardi. 

Standing beside Marguerite is DONALD TILLEMAN, Mayor of Green 
Bay. He is sixty-four, tall and thin. He wears a dark suit.

MARGUERITE
Curly Lambeau dedicated his life to 
football. He lived and breathed the 
game. He loved this football team. 
He loved this City. And he not only 
brought us success, notoriety, and 
championships, but he gave us 
something much more important. He 
gave us pride. Pride in our town, 
in our team and in ourselves. He 
made Green Bay a Big League city. 

She pauses and looks out over the stadium.

MARGUERITE (CONT'D)
It is with great honor, with the 
blessing of Mayor Tillman, in 
accordance with the City Council of 
Green Bay, to officially and 
permanently rename Green Bay’s City 
Stadium: Lambeau Field. 
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The crowd applauds. The group on the field turns to look at a 
wall above the upper grandstand where a dark green banner is 
brought down, revealing the name behind it, in large gold 
letters, “Lambeau Field.”

We pull back from the field and enter the blackness of the 
stadium tunnel. When we emerge we are--

EXT. LAMBEAU FIELD - AUTUMN PRESENT DAY

--outside of Lambeau field. We weave between happy, 
tailgating fans; they drink and laugh, roasting bratwursts 
and burgers on their grills. Children play catch with 
footballs. Most wear jerseys of their favorite Packer 
players; Farve, Rogers, Adams, etc.

We see the Grand Atrium, people climbing the Lambeau Leap 
exhibit, the doors to the Packer Hall of Fame, the Titletown 
ice skating rink, the Open Market and the amusement rides. 

STADIUM MONTAGE

We see various aerial shots of other NFL stadiums; in Dallas, 
Kansas City, Miami, Minneapolis, Seattle and others.

EXT. LAMBEAU FIELD - PRESENT DAY

We drift past the Vince Lombardi statue and eventually settle 
and look up to the bronze statue of Curly Lambeau; dressed in 
his coaching sweats, holding a football in his left hand and 
pointing out over the stadium complex with his right.  

FADE TO BLACK:

TITLE ON BLACK

Upon his death, Earl “Curly” Lambeau had won more NFL 
championships than any coach in league history.

That record has never been broken.
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